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RESOLUTION
SYRACUSE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL
POLICY COMMITTEE

March 12, 2007

WHEREAS, The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) signed into law on August 10, 2005 authorized the New Freedom Program; and

WHEREAS, The New Freedom Program was established to “support new public transportation services and public transportation alternatives beyond those required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990”; and

WHEREAS, The program seeks to offer transportation assistance and enhance mobility to persons with disabilities, elderly and low-income individuals through such methods as, but not limited to, providing transportation to work, medical appointments, etc.; and

WHEREAS, Funding is available to all public, private and non-profit transportation and human services providers for capital and operating type activities as determined from a competitive selection process; and

WHEREAS, SAFETEA-LU requires that projects selected for New Freedom funding must be derived from a coordinated public transit-human services transportation plan (HSTP) and that the plan be developed through a process that includes representatives of the public, private and non-profit and human services transportation providers; and

WHEREAS, Projects selected to receive New Freedom funds must be shown on the Transportation Improvement Program and subsequently the State Transportation Improvement Program; and

WHEREAS, To be compliant with SAFETEA-LU legislation, a HSTP must be in place by July 2007 to continue eligibility for Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funding streams; and

WHEREAS, According to the FTA New Freedom Program Guidance, “FTA will consider plans developed before the issuance of final program circulars to be an acceptable basis for project selection for FY 2007 if they meet minimum criteria”; and

WHEREAS, FTA Program Guidance states that plans for FY 2007 shall include:
1) an assessment of available services;
2) an assessment of needs;
3) strategies to address gaps for target populations;
4) developed in good faith in coordination with appropriate planning partners and with opportunities for public participation; and


WHEREAS, Upon examination of past Syracuse Metropolitan Transportation Council (SMTC) mobility and human service efforts, two previously adopted documents by the SMTC Policy Committee, the Regional Mobility Access Plan (ReMap) from 1999 and the Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan (JARC) from 2001, meet the four (4) criteria areas described above for a HSTP; and

WHEREAS, A summary document has been created detailing the specific portions of the JARC and ReMap documents that meet the criteria areas; and

WHEREAS, Since the JARC and ReMap documents are currently compliant with the FTA guidance, the SMTC will utilize these documents to temporarily serve as the local coordinated plan until such a time that a new HSTP can be developed and approved; and

WHEREAS, The SMTC will take the lead effort during the 2007-2008 UPWP year to address the creation of a new HSTP that will involve coordination and participation with key member agencies, local transportation companies, human service providers and members of the public as necessary; and

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the SMTC Policy Committee adopts the above action.

Dale A. Sweetland
Chairperson
SMTC Policy Committee

March 12, 2007

Carl Ford
Secretary
SMTC Policy Committee

3/12/07

Date

Date
Introduction

The New Freedom Program is a new program authorized in SAFETEA-LU to support new public transportation services and public transportation alternatives beyond those required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12101 et. seq.). This program is codified at 49 U.S.C. 5317. The program goal (as stated by the Federal Transit Authority’s (FTA) New Freedom Guidance) is “The New Freedom grant program aims to provide additional tools to overcome existing barriers facing Americans with disabilities seeking integration into the workforce and full participation in society. Lack of adequate transportation is a primary barrier to work for individuals with disabilities. The 2000 Census showed that only 60% of people between the ages of 16 and 64 with disabilities are employed. The New Freedom formula grant program seeks to expand the transportation mobility options available to persons with disabilities beyond the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.”

Additionally, under SAFETEA-LU Projects funded under the New Freedom program, Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) program and the Elderly Individuals and Individuals with Disabilities program (Section 5310) must be competitively selected and derived from a locally developed, Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Plan. According to the regulations, this plan shall:

- Identify the transportation needs of:
  - Individuals with disabilities
  - Older adults
  - People with low incomes
- Provide strategies for meeting those needs
- Prioritize transportation services for funding and implementation
- Be developed through a process that includes representatives of public, private, and non-profit transportation and human services providers along with participation by the members of the public (including representatives of the targeted populations).

The FTA has stated via their published circular “NEW FREEDOM PROGRAM GUIDANCE AND APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS” that they will consider plans developed prior to the issuance of the final New Freedom program circulars as an acceptable basis for project selection in FY 2007 provided that these plans:

1. Include an assessment of available services;
2. Include an assessment of needs;
3. Identify strategies to address gaps for target populations; and
4. Are developed in good faith in coordination with appropriate planning partners and with opportunities for public participation.

The SMTC has previously produced two plans that meet the above criteria: the Regional Mobility Action Plan (ReMAP) and the Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) Plan. Both of these plans have been approved by the SMTC Policy and Planning Committees. The elements of these plans that meet the New Freedom requirements are discussed below.

**Regional Mobility Action Plan**

*Final Report*

*August 1999*

The Regional Mobility Action Plan (ReMAP) was developed by the SMTC and the Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA) in response to changing demographic and employment trends that have increased travel to and within suburban towns in the region. ReMAP is defined as “the proposed comprehensive coordinated public transportation system designed to enhance mobility in Onondaga County.” As such, the ReMAP study can be viewed as a blueprint of guidance for the future CNYRTA in terms of its service goals and objectives. The ReMAP study process included an inventory of transportation services and needs, the development of transportation service alternatives, an examination of opportunities for coordination among agencies providing services, and a financial analysis.

**Requirement 1:** Include an assessment of available services.

ReMAP included a thorough assessment of the existing Centro services. Boarding counts were conducted for a sample of buses operating on each of Centro’s Onondaga County routes in order to gain an understanding of existing service utilization for different routes and time periods. Key strengths and issues were identified for each route.

A survey of demand-responsive transportation providers in Onondaga County was also part of the ReMAP study. The final report includes profiles of the major transportation providers based on the survey data, including a description of the services provided, operating statistics, staffing, reservations/scheduling/dispatching procedures, vehicles used, costs and funding, unmet needs, and the potential for coordination with other transportation providers. The study analyzed the existing services and provided an assessment of the potential benefits of coordinating transportation services.

**Requirement 2:** Include an assessment of needs.

ReMAP used five demographic and socioeconomic characteristics to identify areas of the region that have high levels of transit dependency. The assessment was based on population density, persons age 65 or older, persons with mobility limitations, households with low income, and households without automobiles. Both work and non-work trips were examined. The analysis showed high transit dependence within the City of Syracuse, where Centro already provides extensive coverage. However, the analysis also found pockets of transit dependence in some of
the suburban towns where transit service is less convenient due to long travel distances (especially when transferring at the downtown Common Center), infrequent service, and limited hours of operation.

The study also considered the location of job placement sites for transit-dependent workers. The ridership data and the survey data indicated that there was a need for more frequent reverse commute service and service during non-traditional work hours.

Requirement 3: Identify strategies to address gaps for target populations.

The major strategies proposed in the ReMAP service plan were:

- Provide different services tailored to the needs of urban, suburban, and rural areas
- Collaborate with private and non-profit organizations
- Introduce services targeted to particular markets
- Establish additional transit hubs throughout the region
- Develop local circulation and feeder services around the hubs
- Strengthen fixed route service along major corridors between hubs

ReMAP recommended a number of actions to increase coordination among transportation service providers, which would increase the efficiency of the system and provide a higher level of service to the existing users of demand-responsive services. The recommended actions include:

- Creating a Mobility Manager at Centro to act as a “transportation broker” for agencies in Onondaga County, with participation from Department of Social Services (DSS), Central New York Development Services Office (DSO), and Arc of Onondaga.
- Establish a ReMAP Coordination Council to establish general policy and provide guidance to the Mobility Manager
- Implement programs and services to encourage and enable paratransit riders to utilize the Centro fixed route system whenever appropriate, such as travel training for Call-A-Bus customers and human service agency clients.

The study recommended additional routes, extended hours, additional transfer hubs, and flexible service during off-peak times. Additional fixed-route circulator routes were recommended, which could reduce dependency on Call-A-Bus service by offering users additional service that would not require reservations. These services could be geared toward specific groups and use smaller vehicles that can travel on neighborhood streets and into parking lots, bringing users closer to their desired destinations.

Requirement 4: Are developed in good faith in coordination with appropriate planning partners and with opportunities for public participation.
The ReMAP public participation program included: a Steering Committee and Technical Advisory Committee; meetings with employers, government leaders, and community groups; public meetings; focus group meetings; and rider and non-rider surveys.

Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan
Final Report
Fiscal Year 2000-2001

The Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) Plan built on the results of the ReMAP study. The JARC study focused on the transportation needs of low income workers, particularly those moving from welfare to work.

Requirement 1: Include an assessment of available services.

The JARC study drew upon the assessment of available fixed-route and demand-responsive services contained in the ReMAP study. As part of the JARC study, maps were created showing the Centro routes and employment concentration. Individual maps were created for dawn, AM peak, mid-day, PM peak, night, and Saturday Centro services.

Requirement 2: Include an assessment of needs.

The geographic distributions of welfare recipients and low-income persons, childcare facilities, and employment locations were mapped in order to understand the transportation needs of the low-income population. Six primary geographic areas of employment concentrations were identified and a telephone survey of over 1,000 employers in these areas was conducted. The Study Advisory Committee (SAC) and public comments helped identify existing transportation issues, including insufficient or unreliable transportation services and suburban job growth. The SAC also identified specific employment locations lacking adequate public transportation services.

Requirement 3: Identify strategies to address gaps for target populations.

The JARC Plan proposed “service templates” for four of the six employment concentration areas (Carrier Circle, Erie Boulevard, Cicero/Route 11/South Bay Road/Route 31, Farrell Road/Stiles Road). A service template was also developed to address the transportation needs of home health aids throughout the region. The service templates represent recommendations for different types of employment areas, such as industrial parks, suburban hotel concentrations, and retail corridors. Although the recommendations in the JARC plan are tied to specific employment locations, the service templates could be applied to similar types of employment areas throughout the region as transportation needs change. To this end, the JARC plan recommended continual updating of the GIS information used in this study to re-evaluate transportation needs of low-income persons over time. The recommendations involve a number of different strategies, including extending hours and geographic extent of existing routes, allowing existing routes to “flex”, creation of a new transit center (Carrier Circle), local
circulator shuttles, contract vans/subscription taxi services, coordination of shift times among nearby employers, and car-sharing cooperatives.

**Requirement 4:** Are developed in good faith in coordination with appropriate planning partners and with opportunities for public participation.

A project-specific Public Involvement Plan (PIP) was developed for the JARC study. The PIP included two advisory groups, a public meeting, informational flyers, press releases, and distribution of meeting notices, agendas, and minutes. A Study Advisory Committee (SAC) was formed and three SAC meetings were held. The SAC included representation from local agencies involved in transportation and job access issues. Throughout the study process, project stakeholders were kept informed about the progress of the study and notified of all meetings.

**Conclusion**

Based on the above summary and published guidance, the SMTC believes that the previously completed Regional Mobility Action Plan (ReMAP) and the Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) Plan meet the stated requirements for funding and project selection for FY 2007 for a locally developed, Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Plan. The two plans each individually meet the four stated requirements for such a plan. Hence when viewed in tandem these plans adequately address all stated requirements and published guidance to date available via the Federal Transit Authority.

The SMTC, in looking beyond FY 2007, has a work item in its 2007–2008 Unified Planning Work Program to act as the lead agency in the coordination of a new Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Plan. It is expected that this plan may be a multi-year effort and require input from a variety of government and community based organizations as well as require a significant Public Involvement Plan. Existing documents and plans will be examined for suitability to meet compliance and new efforts will only be undertaken where existing documents fail to meet required evolving federal guidelines.

To that end, the expectation of the SMTC is that the utilization of the existing Regional Mobility Action Plan (ReMAP) and the Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) Plan as the region’s Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Plan is a short-term solution until a new Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Plan is completed and adopted.
Regional Mobility Action Plan
Final Report

Central New York
Regional Transportation Authority

August 1999
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1. Introduction to the Regional Mobility Action Plan

Onondaga County, like many metropolitan counties in the northeast of the country, has been experiencing population and employment shifts over the last two decades. While the county’s population has remained relatively stable, the population has been shifting from the City of Syracuse and its immediate suburbs to a ring of outer suburbs. While Syracuse has lost population since 1990, suburban towns like Clay have grown. Similarly, jobs are shifting to the suburbs with the towns surrounding Syracuse experiencing employment growth. While a dense concentration of employment remains in Syracuse, these shifts have created a ring of moderate employment and population density around the City of Syracuse. This has increased travel within and to the suburbs. At the same time, economic and social policy changes have increased the need for transportation during non-traditional work hours and from the central city to suburban job sites. In response to these changing demographics and travel needs, the Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA) developed ReMAP (the Regional Mobility Action Plan) after more than one year of study.

ReMAP is the proposed comprehensive coordinated public transportation system designed to enhance mobility in Onondaga County. The following steps were undertaken to develop the plan:

- A technical analysis was completed, which included an inventory of transportation needs and services, and the development and evaluation of traditional and innovative service alternatives;
- Transportation coordination opportunities were examined, which included an inventory and analysis of transportation programs and the evaluation and recommendation of coordination strategies; and
- Financing strategies were addressed, which included conducting a financial analysis, developing a financial model, and preparing financial recommendations.

The ReMAP study has involved substantial research on transportation needs, alternatives, coordination opportunities and creative financing. The intent of this document is to provide a summary of recommendations based on that research, not an exhaustive compilation of data collected over the course of the study. Greater detail is available in the following documents:

- Methodology Papers
- Technical Memorandum on Mobility Needs
- Technical Memorandum on Existing Transit Services
- Technical Memorandum on Inventory and Analysis of Transportation Programs
- Technical Memorandum on Coordination Recommendations
- Technical Memorandum on Financial Model and Forecasts
Throughout the study, Centro has sought to develop a broad-based community consensus through a series of community-wide efforts to solicit public input. A comprehensive public participation program began at the outset of the project, and was conducted over the entire course of the study in order to develop consensus on mobility issues and recommended solutions. The public participation efforts included: the convening of a Steering Committee and Technical Advisory Committee, meetings with employers, government leaders and community groups, public meetings as well as focus groups. Rider and non-rider surveys were undertaken as part of the companion market research study. The results of these market research efforts are available under separate cover.
2. Overview of the Service Strategy

The ReMAP service plan was developed after extensive study of service performance and needs conducted by Multisystems and market research conducted by Eric Mower and Associates. The plan incorporated input from the CNYRTA Board of Directors and a project Technical Advisory Committee as well as CNYRTA Cento staff. The plan reflects the following strategies, which together constitute the overall restructuring framework:

Provide Different Services in the Urban, Suburban and Rural Areas Designed to Meet Each Area’s Specific Needs

The dispersion of population and employment calls for different transportation solutions in varied settings. The ReMAP plan incorporates services appropriate to each part of the region. The plan builds on the existing Centro bus route network and transit centers. It utilizes innovative small bus services to enhance collection and distribution around an expanded group of hubs where transfers between services can take place.

Collaborate with Private and Non-Profit Organizations to Enhance Effectiveness of the Transportation Network

The ReMAP plan seeks to avoid duplication of services and maximize efficiency of the overall transportation network. This calls for collaborative efforts with the other entities involved in providing transportation in the region including human service agencies that fund transportation programs as well as private carriers and not-for-profit providers.

Introduce Services Targeted to Particular Markets

Some transportation services need to be specialized to serve particular market sub-groups. Among these are services for senior citizens, persons with disabilities, inner city reverse commuters, and small groups of workers to specific employment centers. The ReMAP plan incorporates targeting small bus service to such target markets.

Establish Transit Hubs at Key Locations Throughout the Region

The ReMAP program is founded on the premise that, for transit services to operate effectively in the growing lower-density suburban areas of Onondaga County, focal points (transit centers or hubs) are needed to facilitate transfers between services. The hubs will allow transit users to be gathered by collector transportation modes so that they can access higher frequency mass transportation modes. While Centro has an effective hub in downtown Syracuse at the Common Center, additional hubs in outlying areas will reduce travel time and increase travel convenience for those whose destinations are outside downtown Syracuse. Centro has already begun to develop and implement additional hubs at the Regional Transportation Center, at Shop City and at Shoppingtown Mall. The ReMAP plan envisions the development of several other hubs at major travel destinations, such as shopping malls, to minimize the number of transfers for most riders. The hubs may include well-lit and weather protected (and sometimes climate controlled)
waiting areas, as well as parking and improved user information, all designed to make transfers more convenient. The hubs should also increase the visibility of transit in the lower density areas and make the system more understandable to the potential user.

**Develop Local Circulation and Feeder Services Around Hubs**

In lower density areas, smaller vehicles will be used to provide for local travel as well as to provide access to and egress from regional services. These services will enable the regional network to operate more efficiently, expand overall service coverage and offer services that will attract more riders. These services will also address suburban pockets exhibiting demographics associated with transit dependence and growing areas characterized by lower density development. These services will also provide opportunities to reverse commute to suburban job sites. Community-based circulator services will be introduced, as will services targeting specific activity centers such as shopping malls and employment centers. Service options will be tailored to meet the needs of each particular location and will include fixed route circulators or flexible (deviating) routes, each of which has proven to be effective in specific suburban settings across the country. The degree of flexibility, and thus the appropriate option, will vary with each area’s characteristics and preferences.

**Strengthen Fixed Route Services Along Major Corridors Between Hubs**

CNYRTA currently operates a network of fixed route bus services. While some of these operate efficiently -- especially those in densely populated urban corridors -- others have low ridership and high costs. As part of the ReMAP study, the performance of existing bus routes has been reviewed and recommendations have been developed for improving service in selected corridors and modifying or replacing poorly performing routes. More specifically, the recommendations include frequency improvements on regional routes serving key hubs, particularly during off-peak hours when current service operates infrequently. These improvements will benefit radial, reverse and circumferential travelers. Most existing regional bus routes operating in the suburbs will be retained, while some unproductive conventional bus service in suburban areas will be replaced by new small bus service. Existing local urban bus routes will be rerouted to end at hubs where possible. Urban and suburban fixed route service schedules will be adjusted to match local needs, including non-traditional work hours.
3. Service Concept for the Region

The ReMAP service concept builds upon the public transportation resources already in place throughout the region. These resources include Centro’s network of fixed route bus services using standard buses, ADA paratransit service (Call-A-Bus), transit centers and park-and-ride facilities, and human service agency transportation. Each of these continues to play a role in the regional transportation system.

Urban Core Area Local Route Bus Service

Currently, local fixed route buses operate largely in the City of Syracuse and adjacent urban areas. The ReMAP plan maintains the fixed route bus services in this urban core since these routes are generally quite productive and together offer a network providing good coverage and service frequency. Modifications to the route structure are recommended to ensure convenient transfers at key locations particularly in the urban fringe where these routes interface with suburban services.

Outside the urban core (i.e., in suburban areas), regional bus service along major corridors will be maintained and operated more frequently. Local bus routes which operate at low productivities and require high subsidies will be modified or replaced by more flexible services. Proposed changes to the regional and local services outside the urban core are discussed in the following sections.

Transit Centers (Hubs) and Park-and-Rides

A key element of the ReMAP plan is increased reliance on several hubs, where passengers can access transit or transfer conveniently between modes. These modes might include: local Centro buses, express buses, human service agency and other privately provided buses and vans, local circulator services using small buses or vans, Call-A-Bus vans, automobiles, bicycles and walking.

Centro already has a central hub at its Common Center (the intersection of Fayette and Salina Streets) in downtown Syracuse, where most transfers take place and where buses meet at timed intervals. Centro has recently begun developing additional hubs at the Regional Transportation Center in northern Syracuse and at Shoppingtown Mall in De Witt. Additional transit hubs are likely to be most effective in suburban areas to facilitate transfers between buses, automobiles and small vehicles. Small transit hubs could also be located in some rural villages. Rural residents would either drive or use feeder services to get to a hub and transfer to regional fixed route services.

Exhibit 1 shows the proposed hub locations including existing transit centers. The existing transit centers (including Common Center, the Regional Transportation Center and Shoppingtown) are incorporated in the plan as the primary hubs. Some of these hubs may need to be enhanced with new amenities as well as a wider array of transportation routes and services.
Exhibit 1: Proposed Primary, Major and Other Hubs
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Prepared by Multisystems, Inc.
Where possible, hubs are proposed at specific locations. However, alternative locations will need to be reviewed in the Carrier Circle, Glenn Crossing and Airport Plaza areas to determine the best feasible location for the proposed hubs. These locations will need to be reviewed by Centro staff to determine whether there are any traffic, operational, property or institutional issues that might preclude a hub from being sited at the proposed locations.

Exhibit 2 illustrates the amenities proposed for each of the hubs. It is proposed that all hubs would offer basic amenities, which include shelter, light, bench, telephone and posted schedule information. Some of these hubs already have some or all of these basic amenities, as shown in Exhibit 2. Other amenities, such as heat, vending machines, and park-and-ride facilities, are detailed in the exhibit.

The introduction of 12 new hubs (5 major hubs and 7 other hubs) is envisioned to result in a total system of about 15 hubs (including the 3 existing primary hubs). The expanded hub system is designed to provide greater opportunities for service coordination and to enhance overall mobility. Exhibit 3 is a schematic illustration of the hubs and regional routes proposed to connect them.

Infrequent routes would operate with timed transfers at hubs, while frequent services would not need to offer timed transfers. (Operationally, it would not be feasible to offer timed transfers at a large number of hubs.) Most hubs would offer parking and local feeder services. In addition to the park-and-ride lots at hubs, other successful park-and-ride lots would be maintained.

The proposed hub-based restructuring would not only facilitate transfers for work and non-work trips but would also facilitate the operation of special events bus service which attracts many occasional transit users.

**Regional Fixed Route Bus Service**

Regional bus routes are defined as those that serve more than one community, in particular, operating between suburban areas or from suburban areas to urban and rural areas. A review of the existing regional bus network has identified a number of key routes or corridors that form the radial and circumferential network upon which the rest of the system is built. Current performance and service frequency were important considerations in selecting these key routes which form the basis of the regional service concept. Convenient transfers would be provided among these routes and between these routes and local services at hubs. Exhibit 4 shows the regional route structure based on the overall regional concept. High priority regional corridors are identified, in which trunk routes would operate at high frequencies. Other secondary regional routes would operate somewhat less frequently.

To help decision-makers interpret cost and ridership implications of the proposed plan, a "moderate" improvement scenario and a "high" improvement scenario were developed. Table 1 shows the frequency characteristics of each scenario. Note that in both scenarios, service on the primary regional trunk routes would be offered at least every 15 minutes and small bus feeder service would be offered every 30 minutes. Both scenarios would also offer the same service...
### Exhibit 2: Recommended Amenities at Hubs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hub Name</th>
<th>Hub Type</th>
<th>Status of Basic Amenities</th>
<th>Enclosed Shelter</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Vending Machines</th>
<th>Park-and-Ride</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport Plaza/Northern Lights</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camillus Mall</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carousel Center</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cicero</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Center</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairmount Fair</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Crossing</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Northern</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTC</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop City</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoppingtown</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-County Mall</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Hill/SU</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Plaza</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Lights</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*It is proposed that all hubs would offer basic amenities, which include: shelter, light, bench, posted schedule and telephone.

#### Key to Symbols:

- ○ = Basic amenities are not currently in place.
- ● = Some basic amenities are currently in place.
- ●● = Amenity(ies) currently in place.
- ✓ = Additional amenities are desirable.
- - = Additional amenities are not proposed.
Exhibit 3: Proposed Hubs and Regional Routes
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Prepared by Multisystems, Inc.
Exhibit 4: Proposed Regional and Intercounty Route Structure
frequency on the secondary regional routes – 30 minutes in the peak period and 60 minutes in the off-peak period. The two scenarios differ with respect to the proposed off-peak frequency for the primary trunk and small bus feeder services. Thus, in the moderate improvement scenario, trunk bus routes would operate at current headways or 60 minute headways during the off-peak (whichever is more frequent), while in the high scenario, trunk routes would operate more frequently (at least every 30 minutes). Similarly, the small bus local and feeder services would operate at 60 minute headways during the off-peak period in the moderate scenario and 30 minutes in the high scenario.

The recommended plan can be introduced in a phased process, starting with one part of the county and then continuing in another. In this way, the plan can be adapted to budget conditions.

Table 1: High and Moderate Improvement Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>High Improvement Scenario</th>
<th>Moderate Improvement Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peak Frequency</td>
<td>Off-Peak Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>15 minute</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>60 minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Bus</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial-a-Ride</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
<td>30 minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Express Commuter Service

During peak work trip travel times, it is desirable to offer fast and direct service to downtown Syracuse from some outer suburban areas without requiring passengers to transfer. Express routes which do not make all stops and take advantage of highway access to downtown can provide this function. There are currently express bus services operating in 6 corridors. The ReMAP plan envisions retaining most of these express services provided that a minimum ridership can be maintained. The plan also envisions the need to offer more than one express trip in each peak period, park-and-ride access, connections at hubs with feeder services and alternative means of travel during non-peak times when express service does not operate.

Local/Feeder Services

An important and innovative component of the ReMAP plan is the introduction of a variety of local fixed and flexible small bus or van services to provide for local trips and feeder/distributor trips to and from hubs. These services are envisioned to operate primarily in suburban areas although there may also be limited opportunities to introduce neighborhood circulators in urban areas or village centers.

Suburban Local Circulators

Local circulator services are designed to improve mobility within a local area or to provide connections to the urban and regional bus network. They can serve all types of riders and trip purposes or they may target particular markets. In fact, services for the general public that operate in suburban areas typically serve senior citizens, youth, low income travelers and work
trip commuters accessing regional services. Two types of circulator services, *fixed route* and *flexible route*, are described below:

**Fixed Route Circulators**
Fixed route circulators are designed to serve local community trips, including stops at neighborhood commercial districts, employment centers, and shopping malls. These services also provide connections to regional bus routes at hubs. By using small buses or vans, they could travel along neighborhood streets and enter driveways and parking lots. In some communities, these circulators may be designed specifically to accommodate the travel needs of particular groups. For example, circulators geared toward senior citizens may provide connections to senior housing and health-care facilities. These routes would reduce dependency on the more expensive Call-A-Bus service for some registrants and would offer these individuals service without requiring advance reservations. Note that these services would require complementary paratransit service.

**Flexible Route Services**
Flexible route (*flex-route*) or deviation service provides a way to enhance service on local circulators and has been used in a number of suburban settings around the country. There are varied applications of this general concept. *Route deviation* services have a designated route and schedule, with specified stops and scheduled time points. The vehicles are allowed to leave the route a limited number of times to pick up or drop off passengers; the service is designed to ensure that the driver can return to the defined route with enough time to meet the schedule. Passengers may board the bus at the designated stops (or in some cases, anywhere) along the route or call ahead to request a pick-up deviation off the route, which may require an incremental fare. While most systems direct passengers to call the dispatcher, there are some systems that equip the operators with cellular telephones to enable passengers to call the drivers en route. Advance notice requirements for requesting deviations vary among transit systems. Passengers on board may request a drop-off deviation from the driver while on board. Offering flexible routing on local circulators can help transit operators meet ADA requirements in a cost-effective manner with less duplicative service. These services would not require complementary ADA service.

**Demand Responsive Services**
Demand-responsive curb-to-curb service is generally known as *dial-a-ride*. These services provide greater coverage in an area of low-density than a fixed route network, but they typically operate at much lower productivities. Thus, such services are usually limited to the lowest density areas or special market groups. Dial-a-ride for the general public has been most successful where it provides access to fixed-route bus and rail services. Well-defined service zones and operating rules help to make these services cost-effective. Dial-a-ride does not require complementary ADA service but effectively substitutes for it by providing paratransit for all riders.
Rural Service Options

The ReMAP concept designates a rural service area in Onondaga County, which extends beyond the suburban ring of towns. The rural towns (Elbridge, Skaneateles, Marcellus, Spafford, Otisco, Tully, LaFayette, Fabius, Pompey and portions of the remaining towns) are characterized by their low population density (generally less than 250 persons per square mile). Little employment exists in the rural towns; work trip attractions to these towns are by far the lowest in the study area.

Several types of transit service could serve trips in the rural areas of Onondaga County. These services are adapted to the low population and employment densities characteristic of these areas and focus on addressing the needs of transit dependent residents, including seniors and youth. Service concepts include planned demand routes described below besides the services available through Call-A-Bus. In addition to these, ridesharing services would be available to serve work trips.

Planned Demand Routes

Planned demand bus routes are designed to maximize service coverage with scarce resources in low density, rural areas. Since many of the users of rural public transportation are retired senior citizens, they can often plan their travel to match the service schedule. Planned demand routes -- which can operate as fixed route or route deviation services -- are scheduled to serve selected towns and activity centers on different days of the week. Centro already operates rural shopper services in Clay, Cicero and Baldwinsville on a once-a-week basis.

Reverse Commute Services

While some reverse commuters can use existing express or local buses to travel from city to suburb, many of these services are not convenient since they were primarily designed to bring suburban residents to downtown jobs. While patrons may be able to take an express bus outbound to a suburban park-and-ride lot -- where it normally picks up passengers for its inbound trip -- there are often no transit connections between the park-and-ride lot and suburban work sites. Compounding this problem is the nature of suburban development. For example, the winding driveways and setback entrances characteristic of suburban office parks and shopping malls can make it difficult for Centro to bring passengers close enough to the front door of a work site. Moreover, reverse commuters do not necessarily live close to the downtown terminal where inbound express buses may terminate. As a result, they may have to transfer from another local bus before boarding the outbound express service. Finally, suburban workers may have schedules that conventional transit services cannot easily accommodate. For example, employees in the service, health-care, and manufacturing industries frequently work nights and weekends, while traditional transit schedules are designed for weekday nine-to-five workers.

A variety of strategies, described under other subsections of the ReMAP plan, including enhanced trunk routes, small bus collector/feeder routes, reverse direction express services, vanpooling and ride-matching, will serve reverse commuters, including TANF clients entering the workforce. It will be necessary to work in partnership with employers and human service agencies to tailor the services to the needs of these commuters. Thus, strategies to serve the
reverse commute market would be implemented in order to coordinate with social support services in helping unemployed residents find employment opportunities in suburban areas. By incorporating welfare-to-work service requirements within the restructured transit network rather than introducing new, separate transportation programs, the ReMAP plan creates a stronger system upon which reverse commuters can rely.

**Coordinated Human Service Agency Paratransit Network**

Human service agency paratransit is an important component of the overall regional transportation system. Recommendations for enhanced coordination with and within the human service transportation network are presented later in this document.
4. Service Recommendations By Area

This section provides recommendations for peak and off-peak services for the sub-areas of the county with particular emphasis on improving suburban service. Table 2 provides a summary of new services recommended in each area.

Table 2: Proposed New Services Which Use Small Buses and Vans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Local Services Employing Small Buses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camillus Flex-Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Road Community Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minoa Community Bus (to Shoppingtown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Syracuse Community Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drumlin's Flex-Route (to College Place)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwinsville/Radisson Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Clay/Cicero Area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Regional Services Initially Employing Small Buses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salina Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Rural Services Employing Small Buses and Vans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planned Demand Routes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibits 5 through 8 show the recommended services in each part of the region. The following changes are recommended.
Exhibit 5: Proposed Routes in the West Area
Exhibit 6: Proposed Routes in the Northwest Area

[Map showing proposed routes and locations such as Oswego, Great Northern Mall, CC-GNM via Morgan (Peak), Carousel-GNM (Midday), Tri County Mall, Baldwinsville, Radisson, Commuter, Salina Connector, CC-Baldwinsville, and Glenn.]
Exhibit 7: Proposed Routes in the Northeast Area
Exhibit 8: Proposed Routes in the East Area
West Area (Exhibit 5)

The primary changes in the West Area are to shorten and consolidate bus routes to offer improved frequency of service without adding additional service hours and the introduction of a more flexible community-based service. Specific changes are as follows:

♦ New hubs would be located at Camillus Mall, Fairmount Fair and Western Lights Plaza.
♦ Bus service would be provided linking these hubs to Carousel Center and the RTC.
♦ Route 10-Camillus would provide high frequency service between Camillus Mall, Fairmount Fair and downtown Syracuse along West Genesee Street.
♦ A new Camillus Flex-Route would be implemented between the Village of Camillus and Solvay serving Camillus Mall, Milton Avenue, Fairmount Fair and the Village of Solvay.
♦ During off peak hours, the Route 8-Solvay variations would be consolidated to a single route with more frequent service terminating at Fairmount Fair; Milton Avenue west of the Village of Solvay would be served by the Camillus Flex-Route during the off peak and by a revised routing of Route 8A during peak hours.
♦ Route 4-Fairmount branches would be consolidated to provide increased service on a single route.
♦ Service on the West Side Direct Route would be enhanced to operate at higher frequencies and on Sundays.

Northwest Area (Exhibit 6)

This area consists of two corridors, western Clay and Baldwinsville. The proposed changes are in largely in western Clay, as described below:

♦ New hubs would be located at Great Northern Mall and John Glenn Boulevard (at Route 57).
♦ The variations of the Route 9 would be consolidated to provide increased service on trunk routes.
♦ Peak hour service on both Oswego Road and Morgan Road would be maintained.
♦ A new cross-town route, the Salina Connector, would be introduced to serve travel in suburban areas including Clay, Liverpool, Salina, De Witt and Shoppingtown Mall.
♦ A new Morgan Road Community Bus would link residential areas west of Morgan Road to Great Northern Mall, John Glenn Blvd and Carousel Center during off-peak periods.

Baldwinsville service via Route 6 would be maintained. The plan identifies potential for Dial-A-Ride services in Baldwinsville and Radisson under a high improvement scenario. A hub at Tri-County Mall would serve transfers between dial-a-ride and fixed route services.
Northeast Area (Exhibit 7)

This area includes the Highway Route 11 corridor and a smaller corridor along Henry Clay Boulevard, and Bear and Buckley Roads.

- New hubs would be located in the Route 11 corridor at Cicero and Airport Plaza.
- A new crosstown route, the Salina Connector referenced earlier, would operate through Airport Plaza linking to Clay, Salina, Liverpool, De Witt and Shoppingtown Mall.
- Two mini-bus routes would operate between Cicero and Airport Plaza hubs providing community circulation and feeder service to areas on either side of I-81.
- High frequency trunk route service would be maintained on three segments of Route: south of Airport Plaza, between the hubs, and north of the Cicero hub during peak commuting hours.
- A high improvement scenario includes Dial-A-Ride services in East Clay and Cicero connecting at the Cicero hub with the trunk routes.
- Finally, route modifications would improve peak hour commuter connections in the Henry Clay and Buckley Road/Bear Road areas.

East Area (Exhibit 8)

In the East Area, the improvements include building on the newly developed hub at Shoppingtown Mall and improving service frequency and connectivity. Specific improvements include:

- The previously mentioned Salina Connector would serve cross-town trips between Shoppingtown Mall and the Carrier Circle area, Salina, Liverpool, Electronics Park and Clay.
- More frequent service to Shoppingtown would be provided on the Route 7-Salt Springs during peak periods.
- Midday and evening service would be improved from the Route 2 James Street Corridor to Shoppingtown.
- Evening service would be offered on the Route 10L-Erie serving Shoppingtown and Erie Boulevard.
- New mini-bus route would connect the Village of Minoa with the new Northeast Medical Center, Wegman’s and Shoppingtown Mall.
- A new hub would be introduced in the vicinity of Carrier Circle with frequent service from the James Street corridor.

Syracuse

A Flex-Route would also be implemented to replace the Drumlins variation of Route 4 in off peak periods. The flexible route would connect with Route 4 fixed route service from Nob Hill and Carousel Center at the proposed University Hill hub (at or near College Place).
5. Phasing of Implementation

The recommended plan can be introduced in a phased process. In this way, the plan can be adapted to budget conditions. The recommended phasing strategy consists of four phases. The first phase (beginning Fall 1999) incorporates three new small bus services as well as additional evening and weekend hours of regular bus service to meet welfare-to-work and jobs access goals. The small bus services include the Camillus Flex-Route, the Minoa Community Bus and the Salina Connector Cross-Town Route. These new services would be put in place without changes to the existing fixed route network and without any capital investment in new hubs. This would enable Centro to monitor the ridership growth and fine tune the new small bus services before making more substantial changes and investments. Such changes would occur in the second phase (Summer 2000). Several hubs would be introduced and changes would be made to the existing fixed route bus service network. In addition, two new small bus services would be introduced in North Syracuse. During the third phase (Fall 2000) and fourth phase (Summer 2001) two additional small bus services (Drumlins small bus service during off peak hours and weekends and a Morgan Road community bus during off peak hours) would be introduced along with associated fixed route service changes and the remaining hubs. Exhibits 9 and 10 show the impact on bus vehicle hours during each phase, and Exhibits 11 and 12 show the impact on peak vehicle requirements during each phase.
Exhibit 9: Moderate Scenario Bus Service Increase
Exhibit 10: High Scenario Bus Service Increase
Exhibit 11: Moderate Scenario Peak Vehicle Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Small Bus</th>
<th>Large Bus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base FY2000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit 12: High Scenario Peak Vehicle Requirements
6. Financial Requirements

The estimated annual operating and capital costs of the ReMAP plan are described in this section. Cost estimates are presented as a range of values, with the lower and higher bounds corresponding to the Moderate and High level of service scenarios, respectively (scenarios are described in Section 5). Since the ReMAP plan will be phased in over a series of years, the annual expenses correspond to the projected phasing of the service.

Operating Costs

Operating cost estimates for the proposed ReMAP service improvements and the continued operation of the existing service at Cayuga, Oswego and Call-a-Bus have been prepared to establish the magnitude of the plan’s total resource requirements and the annual resource requirements under a phased implementation. These cost estimates have been developed based on the proposed service levels for each scenario and implementation phase. The service assumptions, operating cost assumptions, and the estimated annual operating cost for the Moderate and High service scenarios are presented below.

Assumptions

The operating costs estimates have been developed based on the fixed and variable costs experienced by CNYRTA and the estimated contract rates for private operators serving the area. The operating cost estimates are based on the following assumptions:

- Fixed costs are based on the current fixed costs experienced by Centro, Cayuga, Oswego and Call-a-Bus.
- Bus variable unit costs factors for services operated from Centro, Cayuga, and Oswego are based on the individual unit costs per mile, per hour, and per peak vehicle experienced at each operating facility.
- Bus variable unit costs factors for new and modified bus service are based on Centro’s unit costs per mile, per hour, and per peak vehicle.
- CNYRTA operated community mini-bus service unit costs are based on estimated unit costs per mile, per hour and per peak vehicle derived from adjustments to Centro’s unit costs.
- Privately operated community bus service unit costs are based on the projected hourly rate for contracted mini bus service in the area.
- Call-a-Bus variable unit costs factors are based on unit costs per mile, per hour, and per peak vehicle.
- Operating cost estimates include an annual cost increase of 2% per year to account for inflationary cost increases.
Annual Operating Cost Estimates

The following present operating cost projections for the entire Centro system and for Onondaga County service.

Systemwide over Ten Years

The annual operating costs for the Moderate scenario range from $24.7 million in 2000 to $31.2 million in 2009. In the High scenario, the annual system operating costs are projected to range from $25 million in 2000 to $34.8 million in 2009. The annual system operating costs in the Moderate scenario represent operating costs increases over the base service (i.e., service currently operated) that range from $900,000 (4%) in the first year to $2.8 million (10%) in the tenth year. The High scenario represents annual operating costs increases over the base service ranging from $1.1 million (5%) in the first year to $6.4 million (23%) in the tenth year. In both scenarios, the operating cost increases are the net result of increases in the Centro service and the implementation of community bus services.

Centro Large Bus Service—Centro full size bus operating costs are projected to increase due to the provision of more frequent service and the extension of the service later into the evening. In the Moderate scenario, Centro’s operating cost increases are projected to range from $100,000 (0.5%) in the first year to $250,000 (1%) in the tenth year. In the High scenario, the bus operating cost increases are projected to range from $100,000 (0.5%) in the first year to $750,000 (3%) in the tenth year.

Community Bus - The implementation of community mini-bus service will result in an increase in the operating costs. In the Moderate scenario, the community bus operating costs are projected to be $800,000 million in the first year and to increase to $2.6 million by the tenth year. In the High scenario, the community bus operating costs are projected to be $1.0 million in the first year and to increase to $5.6 million by the tenth year.

For Onondaga County Over the Four Year Implementation Period

Exhibits 13 and 14 show the financial impacts of the moderate and high scenario plans, respectively, on the Onondaga County portion of Centro service over the four years of the proposed phased implementation. (These figures omit the Cayuga and Oswego services.) Under the Moderate scenario, operating costs for large bus service in Onondaga County would be $20.65 million in FY2003 at full implementation and operating costs for small bus service would be $2.3 million. These compare with $20.4 million if the current service were maintained. Under the High scenario, operating costs for large bus service in Onondaga County would be $21.1 million in FY2003 plus $5.2 million for small bus service.

Capital Costs

Capital cost estimates for the proposed ReMAP service improvements and the continued operation of the existing service at Cayuga, Oswego and Call-a-Bus indicate the magnitude of the plan’s capital resource requirements. These cost estimates have been developed based on the additional proposed peak vehicles and transit hubs and the base capital needs of CNYRTA. The capital cost assumptions and the estimated total and annual capital cost for the Moderate and High service scenarios are presented below.
Exhibit 13: Moderate Scenario Operating Cost
Exhibit 14: High Scenario Operating Cost
Assumptions
The capital cost estimates are based on the following assumptions:

- All capital costs identified in CNYRTA Capital Projects for 1998-2002 are included in the corresponding year.
- Annual capital expenses for FY03-FY08 are based on the average annual capital expenses for FY98-FY02 -- exclusive of full size buses, mini-buses, and transit hubs. Capital costs for full size buses, mini-buses, and transit hubs are estimated for each year in which they are incurred.
- Vehicle expenses for the full size bus fleet are based on the peak vehicle requirements, a 15% spare ratio, and replacement cycles based on a 12 year useful life. Bus costs are assumed to be $310,000.
- Vehicle expenses for the mini-bus fleet are based on the peak vehicle requirements, a 20% spare ratio, and replacement cycles based on a 5 year useful life. Bus costs are assumed to be $70,000.
- Overall, $950,000 in capital costs is assumed for the transit hubs. The hub costs are assumed to vary by facility type and by the extent of the amenities already available at the site:
  - Primary Hub = maximum of $250,000
  - Major Hub = maximum of $100,000
  - Other = maximum of $50,000
- Capital cost estimates are in constant dollars.

Annual Capital Cost Estimates
In the Moderate scenario, the system total capital cost increase is projected to be $3.75 million. In the High scenario, the total capital cost increase is projected to be $5.25 million. In both scenarios, the majority of the capital cost increases are experienced in initial years due to the purchase of the required vehicles and the construction of the transit hubs. In the later years, the expenses are due to the replacement of the mini-buses as they reach the end of their useful lives.

Community Mini-Buses - In the first years of the plan, capital costs are incurred for the purchase of the mini buses required to provide the community bus service. In the later years of the planning horizon, capital expenses for the replacement of mini-buses that reach the end of their useful life are incurred. In the Moderate scenario, a total of $2.8 million is spent on mini-buses over the ten year planning horizon -- $1.4 million are spent in the first two years for the purchase of new mini-buses and another $1.4 million for replacement. In the High scenario, a total of $4.3 million is spent over the planning horizon -- $2.17 million in first three years for new purchases and the same amounts for replacements after five years of useful life.

Transit Hubs - In both scenarios, the capital costs associated with the implementation of the transit hubs are projected to be $950,000 and projected to be incurred in FY2001 and FY2002.
Financial Summary

The project annual operating and capital expenses are based on a series of assumptions on service levels and cost factors. These assumptions have been combined to produce a Ten-Year Operating and Capital Plan for CNYRTA which addresses both the operating and capital requirements and resources. The Ten-Year Capital and Operating Plan has been produced in a Technical Memorandum entitled Financial Model and Forecasts under separate cover. The operating and capital funding sources need to be identified to completely fund the proposed service scenarios. The actual expenses and revenues that will need to be identified will depend on a variety of factors including base level funding, community support, economic climate, and political climate. As these factors are defined, the service levels and assumptions in the Ten Year Financial Plan will need to be reviewed and revised as necessary.
7. Recommended Coordination Strategies

Results of a survey of transportation providers in Onondaga County indicate that a significant level of resources is being devoted to the provision of paratransit service in Onondaga County. Over $9 million is spent annually to provide trips to human service agency clients and other customers that are estimated very conservatively at 800,000. The unit costs of service (i.e., cost per trip, cost per vehicle hour) vary greatly among agencies that provide service, indicating the potential for at least some agencies to reduce their transportation costs through better coordination of services. The larger agencies in particular have a financial incentive to pursue coordination.

Gaps in service for the various users of paratransit service in Onondaga County – seniors, persons with disabilities, and human service agency clients – have been identified. Some transportation needs are shared by all user groups; namely, service that can be used for all types of trips, not just to specific programs or facilities, and evening and weekend service. Surveys indicate that seniors and persons with disabilities are particularly in need of service outside of Syracuse. Agency clients have a need for employment transportation, especially during non-traditional work hours and from city to suburban locations. For Centro’s Call-A-Bus ADA paratransit customers, capacity is somewhat constrained: 1-2% of the customers requesting transportation are not offered a trip. Coordination among providers could help to address some of these unmet needs by increasing the number of trips that can be provided with each agency’s investment of resources.

Some of the resources available in the region for achieving greater coordination between agency transportation programs include the following:

- Strong interest in coordination among the largest agencies, including the Onondaga County Department of Social Services (DSS) and the CNY Developmental Services Office (DSO)
- A total of 440,480 trips (excluding Medicaid taxi/livery and Department of Aging and Youth trips) provided by eight agencies that are interested in purchasing services from other providers
- Approximately $5.7 million spent to provide those trips (including Medicaid taxi/livery and Department of Aging and Youth trips)
- An extensive provider network (agencies and private operators)
- 226 vehicles, with much spare capacity during off-peak hours

Potential Coordination Strategies

The coordination strategies that the transportation providers in the region may want to consider can be grouped into two categories: first, efforts to use the lowest-cost, appropriate vendor for each trip, by shifting trips where possible to Centro’s fixed route bus system, and by purchasing
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trips from vendors in volume; and second, efforts to reduce duplication of administration and services by grouping trips and consolidating administrative and support services.

**Shift Trips to Centro’s Fixed Route System**

One of the ways to make use of the lowest-cost modes is to shift appropriate paratransit riders to the fixed route system. Centro already offers extensive coverage of much of its service area, particularly within Syracuse. For customers who are able to use fixed route services, use of the Centro bus system can be encouraged in a number of ways:

- Agencies can provide bus passes, vouchers or debit cards for their clients. The purchase of transit trips for clients by an agency is more cost-effective than purchasing paratransit trips, gives the customer greater flexibility and provides mobility for all types of trips.
- Travel training may be the only assistance some customers need in order to use the bus system.
- Where current bus routes and schedules do not meet paratransit riders’ needs, services can be modified, or new, flexible services developed to encourage riders to shift trips.

**Purchase Trips in Volume From Vendors**

Another way to make use of the lowest-cost mode for each trip is for agencies to purchase trips from vendors together. Increases in both the volume of trips and opportunities for grouping trips encourage vendors to offer attractive rates, usually lower than any one agency would be able to secure if it were purchasing service on its own. This strategy could be pursued by several interested agencies, or could be accomplished by establishing a regional transportation broker (or Mobility Manager) through which agencies could purchase trips.

**Group Trips to Minimize Service Duplication**

The second category of coordination strategies focuses on reducing duplication in services and administration. Service duplication can be reduced by consolidating transportation programs either within or between agencies. A more comprehensive consolidation of services could be achieved by combining trips of multiple agencies through a regional brokerage.

**Consolidate Administrative and Support Services**

The amount of time and resources that agencies devote to managing their transportation programs can also be reduced by the consolidation of functions, such as the establishment of an interagency consortium for planning and policy-making, the joint procurement of various items, and the provision of centralized vehicle maintenance services. All of these functions could also be included in the responsibilities of a Mobility Manager.

**ReMAP Mobility Manager**

The most comprehensive coordination strategy contained in the ReMAP plan is the establishment of a Mobility Manager. This concept is described in more detail in this section.
A Mobility Manager can perform a variety of functions. Its overall role is to administer the transportation programs of all participating agencies through purchase-of-service contracts with public and/or private vendors. Participation in a regional brokerage is usually voluntary, and agencies determine the service policies that best meet their needs and those of their clients.

Typically, the core responsibilities of a Mobility Manager include the following:

- Establish policies and procedures to meet sponsor requirements
- Procure, train and monitor performance of vendors
- Register customers
- Procure, allocate and monitor maintenance of vehicles
- Process invoices from vendors and bill agency sponsors
- Perform customer service functions and information and referral

Other functions might include customer eligibility determination and the provision of items such as vehicles, vehicle maintenance, fuel, insurance, and driver training. In addition, the Mobility Manager might also be responsible for handling trip reservations, scheduling trips or assigning them to vendors, and/or dispatching.

As envisioned for Onondaga County, the creation of a Mobility Manager will include the consolidation of many of the key paratransit services in the county into one service delivery structure. Trips will be provided by private for-profit and non-profit providers collectively operating a mixed fleet of different vehicles. Private for-profit providers will benefit from implementation of a Mobility Manager due to the greater volume of trips available in the brokerage pool. Overall system management and oversight will be provided by the Mobility Manager.

The Mobility Manager will also be a logical entity to oversee other types of services such as local circulator services and employer-based services, as well as to provide ridesharing services. This vision is illustrated in Exhibit 15. As shown, there are a number of sponsors who might voluntarily purchase service from the Mobility Manager. Public sector sponsors might include Centro (for Call-A-Bus ADA paratransit trips), Onondaga County Department of Social Services, Central NY Developmental Services Office, agencies participating in Coor-Trans, and municipalities, for example. Private sector sponsors might include private human service agencies, hospitals, universities, and employers.

These sponsors would each have a contractual relationship with the Mobility Manager, specifying any policies, procedures or service standards to be followed in transporting the sponsor’s riders, clients, students, constituents, or employees. In addition, each agency sponsor would participate on a regional ReMAP Coordinating Council that would advise and perhaps set general policy for the Mobility Manager.
Exhibit 15: ReMAP Mobility Manager

Sponsors:
- CNYRTA Centro
- Human Service Agencies
- Municipalities

Carriers:
- Public
- Private For-Profit
- Private Not For-Profit

Services:
- ADA Paratransit (CAB)
- Agency Paratransit
- Small Vehicle Local Services
- Dial-A-Ride Services
Summary of Recommended Strategies

Recommended actions for Centro and other organizations in Onondaga County are listed below.

1. Combine the implementation of several coordination strategies (grouping trips to reduce service duplication, using the lowest-cost appropriate provider for each trip, purchasing trips in volume from vendors, and consolidating administrative and support services) by establishing a Mobility Manager to act as a transportation broker for agencies in Onondaga County. Participating agencies could include, but not be limited to, Centro, DSS, DSO, and Arc of Onondaga.

   ♦ Select CNYRTA as the entity to act as the region’s Mobility Manager.
   ♦ Establish a ReMAP Coordinating Council or similar group to establish general policy and provide guidance to the Mobility Manager.
   ♦ Encourage DSS to purchase ambulette and wheelchair van trips as well from the Mobility Manager, in order to maximize the number of trips handled by the brokerage (and subsequently, cost savings for DSS as well as productivity and cost-effectiveness for all agency sponsors).
   ♦ Contract with multiple vendors (public, private and non-profit) for the operation of paratransit services.

2. Implement programs and services to encourage and enable paratransit riders to utilize the Centro fixed route system whenever appropriate.

   ♦ Encourage increased distribution of transit passes to human service agency clients.
   ♦ Provide travel training services for Call-A-Bus customers and human service agency clients.
   ♦ Market monthly transit passes to managed care organizations as a means of providing cost-effective Medicaid transportation for their enrollees.

3. Conduct an analysis of current DSO and Arc trips using scheduling software to determine the potential for grouping trips if transportation services to all programs operated by both agencies were combined.

4. Discuss vehicle maintenance needs with Catholic Charities and DSO to determine the cost-effectiveness of these agencies’ obtaining services from Centro.

Potential Savings to be Achieved by Coordination Strategies in Onondaga County

Table 3 summarizes the potential savings to be realized from the implementation of several of the recommended coordination strategies:

   1. Establishment of a Mobility Manager
   2. Expansion of the DSS Medicaid transit pass program
3. Provision of travel training to Call-A-Bus customers and clients of Central New York Developmental Services Office (DSO) and Arc of Onondaga

**Mobility Manager**
Table 3 shows the potential savings that a Mobility Manager might reasonably be expected to achieve for agency sponsors as a result of automated scheduling and dispatch tools, competitive bidding, and increased opportunities for grouping trips. Potential savings are estimated for Centro, from the purchase of Call-A-Bus trips from the Mobility Manager, for DSS from the purchase of transportation for both Medicaid and TANF recipients, and for DSO and Arc, from the consolidation of their respective transportation programs and the purchase of client transportation from the Mobility Manager.

Potential savings are estimated for two service delivery scenarios, which account for the range of savings shown in Table 3. In the first, trip reservations and scheduling are assumed to be the responsibility of the individual vendors, rather than the Mobility Manager (decentralized reservations and scheduling). In the second, the Mobility Manager is assumed to have responsibility for the reservations and scheduling functions (centralized reservations and scheduling).

**Expanded Pass Program**
Table 3 also shows the estimated savings to DSS of increasing its provision of Centro bus passes to Medicaid recipients who currently use taxi, ambulette, or wheelchair van transportation.

**Travel Training**
The potential savings due to the provision of travel training services to customers of DSO, Arc and Call-A-Bus paratransit services are also shown in Table 3.
### Table 3: Estimated Potential Savings to be Achieved by Coordination Strategies

#### Estimated Savings From a Mobility Manager
Due to Grouping Trips, Competitive Bidding, and Automated Reservations/Scheduling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agency Savings</th>
<th>Centro Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At $30/vehicle hour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized Reservations and Scheduling</td>
<td>$1,820,000</td>
<td>$66,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Reservations and Scheduling</td>
<td>$2,075,000</td>
<td>$177,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Estimated Savings from a Medicaid Transit Pass Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agency Savings</th>
<th>Centro Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSS Taxi/Livery</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$318,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSS Ambulette, Wheelchair Van</td>
<td>$375,000</td>
<td>$92,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$460,000</td>
<td>$410,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Estimated Savings due to Travel Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agency Savings</th>
<th>Centro Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSO</td>
<td>$94,000</td>
<td>$18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc</td>
<td>$140,000</td>
<td>$22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-A-Bus</td>
<td>$234,000</td>
<td>$280,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$234,000</td>
<td>$280,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TOTAL POTENTIAL ECONOMIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agency Savings</th>
<th>Centro Revenue &amp; Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At $30/vehicle hour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized Reservations and Scheduling</td>
<td>$2,514,000</td>
<td>$756,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Reservations and Scheduling</td>
<td>$2,769,000</td>
<td>$867,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive Summary

Introduction

This Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan report presents the results of a study of the mobility needs of people moving from welfare to work and other low-income persons in Onondaga County, New York. It serves as a comprehensive county-wide plan for addressing gaps in transportation and is required by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) grant program. This study marks the beginning of the development of a county-wide program to serve the many varied transportation needs of low income persons.

The Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA) recently completed a comprehensive strategic plan for restructuring its public transportation services in Onondaga County. The Regional Mobility Action Plan (ReMAP) included the compilation and analysis of information on CNYRTA’s existing fixed route and paratransit services, transportation services provided by other organizations, and the mobility needs of groups such as commuters, human service agency clients, seniors, persons with disabilities, and welfare recipients. While ReMAP resulted in a series of transit related recommendations, a more thorough examination of mobility needs specific to welfare recipients and low income people in Onondaga County was needed, resulting in this study.

The objective of this study was to build on ReMAP and specifically identify and address the unmet transportation needs of those moving from welfare to work and other low income workers. The unmet needs were identified through a process of comparing the distribution of the workers in need of services to the potential job sites and existing transportation services. The existing system of public, private, non-profit, and human service transportation service providers was reviewed to assess how well the needs of the identified populations are being met. Gaps in these services were identified and transportation service templates were developed to address varying deficiencies. This study had the following general tasks:

- Define the study’s goals and objectives
- Develop and implement a public involvement plan
- Identify the distribution of workers
- Identify employment centers
- Identify existing transportation services
- Identify transportation service gaps
- Identify and prioritize projects
- Assess the role of the regional mobility manager
- Prepare the Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan
Public Involvement

The general goals of the Public Involvement Plan (PIP) developed for this study were to create public awareness about the study, publicize the participation opportunities, and involve the public in the planning process. Principal efforts included two advisory groups, a public meeting, informational flyers, press releases, and distribution of meeting notices, agendas and minutes. Three meetings were held with the Study Advisory Committee (SAC) during the course of the study. The SAC members included key persons from area agencies that deal with transportation and job access issues. The SAC was actively involved in providing direction on the work tasks and informational resources, as well as review and comment on study products. A much larger group of stakeholders were kept apprised of the study progress, notified of all meetings and encouraged to provide information and comment regarding the study. In addition, key employers and other stakeholders were contacted individually to provide information and input to the study. One public meeting was held.

A set of community goals for welfare-to-work transportation services was developed in collaboration with the SAC, the stakeholder group, and the public. These goals were used for project evaluation criteria and should be used as measures to monitor projects over time.

Identify Gaps in Transportation Services

Gaps in transportation services were identified where welfare and low-income residents live, next areas of concentrated employment were identified. Finally, the level of transportation services currently available to connect low-income residents to the jobs was assessed.

The geographic distribution of welfare recipients and low-income persons was identified by mapping the density of resident locations and concentrations of high unemployment and low income in the County. The locations of childcare facilities were also mapped. The geographic distribution of jobs was identified by mapping the density of employment. The existing public fixed-route transit services operated by Centro were mapped and assigned operating hours and service frequency by route segment. Information contained in the ReMAP study on other private, non-profit, and human-service agency transportation services was reviewed.

Using this information, eleven clusters of employment concentrations were identified that appeared to have gaps in transportation services. This list was screened to six primary areas and reviewed in more detail.

1) CARRIER CIRCLE AREA (THOMPSON-NORTHERN-MOLLOY-FLY)
2) HENRY CLAY BOULEVARD AND MORGAN ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA  
3) ERIE BLVD TO BRIDGE STREET/NYS ROUTE 290/MANLIUS CENTER ROAD  
4) TAFT ROAD  
5) CICERO/ROUTE 11/SOUTH BAY ROAD/ROUTE 31  
6) FARRELL ROAD /STILES ROAD

A telephone survey of over 1,000 employers in these six areas was conducted. Information was collected on employee transportation needs, number of employees earning less than $10 per hour, employment shift times, and other relevant comments.

In addition to the list of employment clusters that was identified by geography, a need for transportation services for home health care aids was also identified. This additional service gap was determined to meet the employment service gap screening criteria by which the six employment clusters were evaluated. Home health care aids not owning vehicles often have a difficult time traveling between multiple client visits in a timely fashion via existing public transit services.

**Recommended Job Access and Reverse Commute Service Templates**

A number of varying service types were developed to address the transportation service gaps identified. The recommendations made represent “service templates” to be applied to varying transportation needs. While specific recommendations are made, new services are likely to vary somewhat from those described in this report.

Service template recommendations were not made for the Henry Clay Boulevard and Morgan Road Industrial Area or Taft Road corridor primarily due to lack of employer-expressed need.

The following is a summary of the recommendations.

*Carrier Circle Service*

This service consists of a fixed route shuttle service distributing and collecting workers between a proposed Carrier Circle Transit Center and employment sites along Thompson Road, Molloy Road, and Northern Boulevard. This route would operate during the key hours of employer shift changes in this area. The Transit Center would be located just to the north of Carrier Circle providing a terminal for access to the concentration of hotels and restaurants nearby. Existing mainline transit service between downtown Syracuse and the Carrier Circle area would be enhanced. During the daytime hours outside of the key hours of shift changes, contract taxis and vans would provide service between the area’s employers and the Transit Center. During the overnight hours, contract taxis and vans would provide
service directly between the area’s employers and the workers’ homes. The route and scheduling of this service could be flexible to quickly address changing needs.

**Home Health Aids Service**
This service consists of two components. The first component is the coordination of service locations and bus service to higher density service locations. The Mobility Management Center could have an important role in the coordination of home health aid visits. The second component is the establishment of a home health agency car cooperative. The Mobility Management Center could have an important role in the coordination of home health aid visits. A car-sharing cooperative made up of home health care agencies could hire a management company to operate a facility and vehicle fleet for use by home health care aids. Aids not owning their own vehicles could take the existing fixed route bus system or other service between their homes and the car-sharing cooperative facility.

**Erie Boulevard Service**
This service would consist of deleting existing Centro fixed bus service (#10L) on Erie Boulevard between Bridge Street and Shoppingtown Mall. Further analysis of the impact a change to Centro Route 10L will have on riders traveling between Erie Boulevard and Shoppingtown Mall will need to be conducted. However, Centro’s new Suburban East service in place since September, 2000, yields some flexibility as it duplicates the 10L service in this area. The new routing would be north from Erie Boulevard on Bridge Street to East Syracuse, then east on Manlius Center Road through the Town of Dewitt to a terminus in the vicinity of Fremont Road, just inside the Town of Manlius. Hours of service on the new/modified route would extend into the evening to accommodate the retail and restaurant businesses in this corridor. During the overnight hours, contract taxi and van service would provide service on a subscription basis directly between the corridor’s employers and the workers’ homes.

**Cicero/Route 11/South Bay Road/Route 31 Service**
This service would provide an extension of an existing Centro fixed bus route (#11) to provide new transit access to several manufacturing employers as well as expanded evening service hours to the retail and restaurant businesses in the area.

**Farrell Road/Stiles Road**
This service would provide new transit access to several major employers not currently accessible by transit. This service recommendation is to re-route the existing Centro Baldwinsville bus route (#6) in the vicinity of the New York State Thruway and extend its hours of service. The impact of additional running time for passengers bound to jobs in downtown Syracuse must be carefully considered before implementing this recommendation.
Areas for Further Study

Three areas identified that warrant additional study include:

- Childcare Transportation
- Rural Services
- Carousel Mall Expansion

The two primary barriers that face low-income working families when seeking and retaining employment are childcare and transportation. Issues include a lack of reliable transportation, long commute times, and multiple stops for childcare and employment using public transportation. This issue was identified many times through the public involvement process as a serious issue that needs to be addressed. However, there are several important barriers to the provision of childcare transportation; most importantly the fact that many of the state and federal transportation grants prohibit utilizing funds for childcare transportation.

There were individuals identified in rural areas of the county that may benefit from assistance with transportation to work. They are likely to be isolated individuals or small groups of individuals that may have very different employment destinations, shift times, work days, etc. These trips can be very difficult to serve with traditional transit services. These individuals may benefit from the Wheels For Work program, car or van pools, or other specialized contract services where no other options are available. Additional investigation is needed into the transportation problems of these individuals.

A proposed expansion of the Carousel Mall is expected to nearly quadruple its size and may generate 2,500 additional jobs at the mall and possibly thousands more at employers supporting the mall or profiting from its existence. Plans for the Carousel Mall expansion were preliminary at the time of publication of this report. However, it was decided to make explicit mention of this development due to the enormous impact this proposal will have on the Syracuse area. In terms of the Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan, the Carousel Mall area will be a much larger employment destination for welfare-to-work persons. It is expected that Centro transit services may be modified as a result of an expanded Carousel Mall, and these changes would need to be accounted for in the overall provision of welfare-to-work transportation services.
Service Priorities

The transportation service recommendations were prioritized using the community goals developed by the Study Advisory Committee with the following results.

1) Home Health Aids
2) Carrier Circle Service
3) Erie Boulevard Service
4) Farrell Road/Stiles Road Service
5) Cicero/Route 11/South Bay Road/Route 31 Service

Implementation Issues

• As is typical throughout the United States, the percentage of trips taken via transit in Onondaga County is relatively small. According to the 1990 Census, 4% of the residents of Onondaga County (including residents of the City of Syracuse) traveled to work via transit. Given this small transit mode share, ridership expectations for the new services must be given careful consideration before any new services are implemented.

• It is recommended that the GIS resources assembled for this project be maintained and utilized as a tool for continued planning and service updates. Longer term, this resource could be further developed into an Internet application accessible to social service and job placement caseworkers and eventually the welfare recipients themselves. This application would allow one to locate a welfare recipient’s home location and potential work location. Application tools would allow the most efficient transportation services to be identified for work, training, and childcare trips.

• Marketing and promotion of the new job access transportation services will be important for ridership development, as will obtaining stable financing from multiple sources.

• The primary role of a Mobility Manager typically is to administer the transportation programs of participating agencies through purchase-of-service contracts with public and/or private vendors. Vendor contracting and insurance concerns will need to be addressed. The Mobility Management Center should facilitate the coordination of services between human service agencies and agencies providing transportation services. The Mobility Management Center could also provide client and trip eligibility processing, management of the subscription process, trip scheduling, and dispatch.
Mobility Manager

Centro recently created a Mobility Management Center to coordinate and implement transportation services for participating human service agencies in Onondaga County. Several FTA JARC and New York State Department of Labor Community Solutions through Transportation (CST) grant projects are being implemented by Centro. These include new Suburban East Loop and Suburban West Loop fixed transit route services, the New York State Wheels for Work program, and a grant recently received for the coordination of Home Health Aid client visits.
I. STUDY OVERVIEW, PROCESS AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. Introduction

This study was undertaken by the Syracuse Metropolitan Transportation Council (SMTC), the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for Onondaga County and a portion of Oswego County, to examine the mobility needs of people moving from welfare to work and other low income people. It is necessary to ensure a comprehensive county-wide plan for addressing the gaps in transportation and is required by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) grant program. State and federal funds are currently available to implement new transportation services in Onondaga County. This plan will provide direction to the use of those funds.

The Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA) recently completed a comprehensive strategic plan for restructuring its public transportation services in Onondaga County. The Regional Mobility Action Plan (ReMAP) included the compilation and analysis of information on CNYRTA’s existing fixed route and paratransit services, transportation services provided by other organizations in the county, and the mobility needs of groups such as commuters, human service agency clients, seniors, persons with disabilities, and welfare recipients. Copies of key related sections are included in Appendix A. While ReMAP resulted in a series of transit related recommendations, a more thorough examination of mobility needs specific to welfare recipients and low income people in Onondaga County was needed, resulting in this study.

The objective of this study was to build on ReMAP and specifically identify and address the unmet transportation needs of those moving from welfare to work and other low income workers. The unmet needs were identified through a process of comparing the distribution of the workers or potential workers in need of services, to the potential job sites and existing transportation services. The existing system of public, private, non-profit, and human service transportation service providers was reviewed to assess how well the needs of the identified populations are being met. Gaps, or deficiencies, in these services were identified and a plan of improvements developed to address them. This study had the following general tasks:

- Define the study’s goals and objectives
- Develop and implement a public involvement plan
- Identify the distribution of workers
- Identify employment centers
- Identify existing transportation services
- Identify transportation service gaps
- Identify and prioritize projects
Assess the role of the regional mobility manager
Prepare the Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan

Section 1.C. outlines the study goals and objectives more specifically.

B. Problem Statement

The following problem statement (in italics) was developed in cooperation with the Study Advisory Committee.

Insufficient services exist in Onondaga County to meet the transportation needs of people moving from welfare to work, and other low income people seeking employment. New transportation services are required to support their ability to get and keep jobs.

Changes in the Nation’s welfare system to temporary assistance led to a greater more urgent need to provide employment opportunities for welfare recipients. Key to moving from welfare to work and maintaining a job is reliable transportation to and from work and other support services, such as job training, medical care and childcare. However, many of these individuals do not have regular access to a private vehicle and/or are not served by the existing system of public, private, non-profit, and human service transportation providers.

One factor leading to transportation deficiencies is the movement to growth of jobs in the suburbs and away from the city, the primary residence of those needing employment. Not only is the distance farther between home and work, but suburbs are more difficult to serve with traditional public transit because development is spread out, rather than clustered.

Onondaga County, like many areas across the nation, is experiencing a shift in where people live and work. The population has remained relatively stable, however, it has been moving away from the City of Syracuse and the inner ring suburbs to the outer suburbs (such as Clay, Salina, and Onondaga). The City population decreased about 25% from 1960 to 1990, from 216,000 to 164,000, while the County population increased 11% during the same time from 423,000 to 469,000.

Job growth has also occurred in the suburbs (particularly Clay, DeWitt and Cicero), although the City remains an important employment center. The percent of Onondaga County employment outside of the City of Syracuse went up from 47% in 1980 to 56% in 1990.
Due to these demographic shifts, travel patterns have changed. There has been a large increase in travel to the suburbs, and within and between the suburbs. The following patterns were identified by the ReMAP study:

- Less than half of the workers who live outside Syracuse commute to the city
- One third of workers living in Syracuse reverse commute to suburban municipalities
- Many workers living in the suburbs commute to other suburban towns

The largest share of work trips in the County are destined to the City of Syracuse, however, travel to and within the suburbs is becoming the predominant work travel pattern.

There are currently over 4,000 Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) recipients in Onondaga County. Of these, about 80% live in Syracuse. They live in all neighborhoods with somewhat higher concentrations in the western and northern parts of the city, and the inner suburbs of Liverpool, Solvay, and North Syracuse. Section 2.A., presents a map showing the residential concentrations of TANF recipients.

ReMAP found that Centro provides very good route coverage geographically to areas with high concentrations of welfare recipients and employment. Only approximately 5% of county welfare recipients live beyond ¼ mile of a Centro bus route, and 3% live beyond ½ mile. These recipients are scattered throughout the County as well, with the greatest suburban concentrations in Cicero, Lysander, and Clay.

However, even if basic route coverage is provided, the service duration and frequency, and directness may not meet the needs of employees and/or employers. Many potential jobs are outside the typical weekday 9 AM to 5 PM workday when existing service is much more limited. When considering these limitations the effective coverage of Centro is notably diminished. Further detail on these issues was analyzed as part of this study and is presented in Section 2.

C. Study Goals and Objectives

The following goals and objectives for this study were developed cooperatively with the SMTC and the Study Advisory Committee. They meet local needs for the study and also meet the requirements of the Federal Transit Administration Job Access and Reverse Commute grant program (outlined in Federal Register, March 10, 2000, Volume 65, Number 48).

1) Engage in a collaborative transportation/human services planning process to develop the plan.
a. Develop a public involvement plan
b. Conduct a cooperative / broad-based planning process with the Study
   Advisory Committee
c. Participants share information for analysis
d. Conduct stakeholder / public involvement through newsletters and
   meetings

2) Consult with the community being served and organizations addressing the
   interests of such individuals

   a. Develop a public involvement plan
   b. Include broad-based representation on the Study Advisory Committee
      and at the public meetings

3) Develop a comprehensive regional approach to providing transportation
   services, regardless of jurisdictional boundaries.

   a. Data shall be collected and projects developed, as needed, for Onondaga
      County.

4) Identify the transportation gaps in existing services

   a. Identify the geographic distributions of welfare recipients and low income
      people in the region.
b. Identify the geographic distributions of employment centers and
      employment-related activities in the region.
c. Identify existing public, private, non-profit and human service
      transportation services in the region.
d. Identify transportation gaps between the people (a) and employment (b)
      that are not currently served by transportation services (c).

5) Identify new or expanded transportation services to address the transportation
   gaps. Each project shall identify:

   a. The goals of the project,
b. The cost of the project,
c. How the project will maximize use of existing transportation services, and
   integrate or coordinate the existing network,
d. Employer provided or assisted transportation service strategies.

6) Prioritize projects for funding and implementation based on local need.
7) Assess the role a regional mobility manager to serve the changing needs of the
   Job Access and Reverse Commute program.
D. Collaborative Planning Process

This report summarizes the work done as a result of a collaborative planning process that included a Study Advisory Committee (SAC) made up of regional transportation and human service agencies representatives. A key to the successful implementation of job access transportation services is a collaborative effort between these agencies. This broad-based participation of a range of organizations and agencies provides a full range of data, resources and experience to the process. The study participants who work with the people who need service, and who provide transportation services, have crucial insights into the complex challenge of moving people from welfare to work and providing services to the low income people who need it. Bringing these individuals, agencies and organizations together through the conduct of this plan is the beginning of a long-term collaborative effort to provide job access transportation services. This process will help develop a shared county-wide commitment to and responsibility for addressing the challenges, building support for the services, and translating this planning effort into real transportation services.

A Public Involvement Plan (PIP) was developed for this study. The text is included in full in Appendix B. The general goals of the PIP were to create public awareness about the study, publicize the participation opportunities, and involve the public in the planning process. Principal efforts included two advisory groups, a public meeting, informational flyers, press releases, and distribution of meeting notices, agendas and minutes. The Study Advisory Committee (SAC) consisted of representatives from a broad-base of agencies and organizations, including the following:

- CNY Works, Inc.
- New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)
- City of Syracuse
- Onondaga County Department of Social Services (DSS)
- Post Employment Services, Employers' Advisory Board
- Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA)
- Childcare Council of Onondaga County
- Syracuse/Onondaga County Planning Agency (SOCPA)

Three meetings were held with the SAC during the course of the study. SAC members were actively involved in providing direction on the work tasks and informational resources, as well as review and comment on study products. A much larger group of stakeholders were kept apprised of the study progress, notified of all meetings and encouraged to provide information and comment regarding the study.

A list of SAC and a list of the stakeholders are included in Appendix B.
One public meeting was held which included SAC members, members of the stakeholder group, and the general public. Copies of all meeting agendas and summaries are included in Appendix B.

In addition, key employers and other stakeholders were contacted individually to provide information and input to the study.

**E. Community Goals for Transportation Services**

The following goals were developed in collaboration with the Study Advisory Committee, the stakeholder group, and the public. They are the basis for project evaluation criteria and for performance measures to monitor projects over time.

1. Provide new and/or expanded transportation services for those moving from welfare to work.

2. Provide new and/or expanded transportation services for low income workers.

3. Provide new and/or expanded transportation services for the TANF recipients who are employed (to help them stay employed and get better jobs).

4. Expand job opportunities for those moving from welfare to work and low income workers by providing access to a larger geographic area.

5. Develop services that are financially feasible.

6. Develop services that have the flexibility to meet employer/employee needs (e.g., non-standard shift times, schedule changes, overtime).

7. Develop services that are reliable (e.g., consistent and on time).

8. Develop services that are accessible to persons with disabilities.

9. Meet the needs of employees and their families by connecting existing and new transportation services to other human service needs, whenever feasible (e.g., day care, medical, training).

10. Maintain flexibility in services to meet changing needs of workers and employers.

11. Provide flexibility by making available a back-up transportation plan (e.g., guaranteed ride to work and home).

12. Provide transportation services to employment sites in a variety of areas throughout the county, as feasible.
13. Provide transportation services that are compatible with other plans.

14. Provide a system of services that meet the needs of individual municipalities and the county as a whole and can be supported by local politicians.

**F. Regional Mobility Action Plan**

The Central New York Regional Transportation Authority completed a comprehensive strategic plan for restructuring its public transportation services in Onondaga County in order to respond to changing demographics and travel needs. The Regional Mobility Action Plan, completed in 1999, included the compilation and analysis of information on CNYRTA’s existing fixed route and paratransit services, transportation services provided by other organizations in the county, and the mobility needs of groups such as commuters, human service agency clients, seniors, persons with disabilities, and welfare recipients. Traditional and innovative service alternatives were developed and evaluated, transportation coordination opportunities were examined and recommendations made, and financing strategies were addressed. Throughout the study broad-based community consensus was sought through a comprehensive public participation program.

The following ReMAP strategies constitute the overall restructuring framework:

- Provide Different Services in the Urban, Suburban and Rural Areas Designed to Meet Each Area’s Specific Needs
- Collaborate with Private and Non-Profit Organizations to Enhance Effectiveness of the Transportation Network
- Introduce Services Targeted to Particular Markets (including inner city reverse commuters and small groups of workers to specific employment centers)
- Establish Transit Hubs at Key Locations Throughout the Region
- Develop Local Circulation and Feeder Services Around Hubs
- Strengthen Fixed Route Services Along Major Corridors Between Hubs

ReMAP data was used in this study to the maximum extent possible. Additional results of the study are referenced in several locations in this report. Appendix A includes copies of key pages from the ReMAP study.
G. Existing Transportation Services

The Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (CNYRTA) was created in 1970 to strengthen and improve public transportation for all residents. The transportation district served by CNYRTA consists of the counties of Onondaga, Cayuga and Oswego. Operating subsidiary corporations include:

- CNY Centro, Inc.
- Centro of Cayuga
- Centro of Oswego
- Call-A-Bus Paratransit Services
- Centro Parking
- ITC, Inc.
- COORTRANS

Approximately 35% of the Authority's operating costs are supported by revenues received from passengers. Federal, State and local operating assistance make up the difference.

Table 1: CNYRTA Service Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Area:</th>
<th>Onondaga, Cayuga, Oswego Counties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population of Service Area:</td>
<td>657,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleet Size:</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees:</td>
<td>534 *includes part-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Miles:</td>
<td>5,747,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Hours:</td>
<td>445,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Passengers:</td>
<td>13,316,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Passengers:</td>
<td>41,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Trips:</td>
<td>Approx. 4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNYRTA service features include:
- Local, handicap accessible service
- Shopper services to area groceries for elderly and disabled
- Paratransit Services for elderly, disabled and rural residents, which meet current ADA requirements
- Inter-city services between the cities of Auburn, Skaneateles, Marcellus, Oswego, Fulton, Mexico and Syracuse
- Parking
- The Connections Carpool Program
- Carrier Dome Events Services and other special events services
- Syracuse University and SUNY/Oswego Shuttle Services

CNY Centro, Inc., commonly known as Centro, an operating subsidiary corporation of CNYRTA, serves the following areas:
Existing Job Access and Reverse Commute Programs

Two new routes were initiated as a result of the ReMAP study and state and federal Job Access and Reverse Commute grants. The Suburban East Loop provides residents living in Minoa, Fremont, Manlius and DeWitt with rush hour service to and from Northeast Medical Center and Shoppingtown Mall. The goal is to serve employment, shopping and activity centers while providing convenient transfers to bus lines serving downtown Syracuse and other locations. The route includes service to Edgerton Estates, Medical Center East, North East Medical Center, Wegmans Plaza in DeWitt, Shoppingtown Mall, and the Springfield Garden Apartments.

The Suburban West Loop provides weekday rush hour service between Milton Avenue, Knowell Road, Hinsdale Road in the Town of Camillus and Camillus Mall, West Genesee High School, and Fairmount Fair Shopping Center, with connections to the Express Downtown Service.

The State TANF grant and Federal Job Access and Reverse Commute grants previously awarded to Onondaga County are being utilized to implement these new services. Copies of the maps and schedules for these routes are included in Appendix A. Figures presenting all Centro fixed routes are included in Section 2.C.

A Mobility Management Center (MMC), as recommended in the ReMAP Study, was recently initiated by CNYRTA. The MMC is working to consolidate human service agency transit programs under a common management system to share resources and services, reduce costs, and to expand and enhance the specialized transportation services available to the community. The primary role of a MMC is typically to administer the transportation programs of participating agencies through purchase-of-service contracts with public and/or private vendors. There are many other potential roles to provide efficient and greater service for low-income families, as outlined in Section V of this report.

A Mobility Manager was recently hired to coordinate implementation of the MMC which is housed within CNYRTA’s CoorTrans office. Additional staff resources have also been dedicated by CNYRTA to develop the MMC. A request for proposals was sent out requesting price quotes for contract services. However, there are several important contracting and liability issues that must be worked through.
A contract has been established with Blue Chip Transportation and transportation services have begun through the JobsPlus! Program. The MMC will provide individual trip planning services, transportation case management, and has a goal of providing transportation within 24 to 48 hours of a request. The MMC an important start to addressing the important and complicated employment transportation needs of the community. The State TANF grant and Federal Job Access and Reverse Commute grants previously awarded to Onondaga County are being utilized to implement the MMC.

The New York State Wheels For Work program provides eligible low income families and individuals on public assistance with vehicles and related support services to help them find and retain employment. It provides assistance to purchase, repair, finance and/or insure personal vehicles necessary to obtain/maintain employment or to participate in other work activities. A grant was obtained and the program is being administered through JobsPlus!

A New York State Department of Labor Community Solutions through Transportation (CST) grant was recently received for the coordination of Home Health Aid client visits and to continue support for MMC activities initiated through the TANF and JARC grants.

**Demand-Responsive Transportation Services**

The CNYRTA ReMAP study (1998) included a survey of demand-responsive transportation services. The following is a summary of the findings. The potential for coordinating services was reviewed, primarily in terms of transporting for Medicaid and those with developmental needs. ReMAP did not review coordination possibilities specifically for access to employment.

Most survey respondents provide transportation service only for their own clients or individuals attending programs offered by the agency. Major client groups include seniors, persons with disabilities, individuals with developmental disabilities or mental retardation, and Medicaid recipients. Transportation services are available primarily on weekdays, during typical business hours. Very few services are available in the early morning, in the evening, at night, or on weekends. Typical vehicle utilization includes many vehicles with downtimes in the early morning (before 7 or 8 AM) and evenings (after 5 or 6 PM) or on weekends. Vehicles operated by ARC (Association of Retarded Citizens), Developmental Services Organization (DSO), and Catholic Charities are not all in use during the mid-day hours.

The following eight (8) organizations were identified in the survey to operate transportation services using their own vehicles and staff. Collectively, these organizations operate approximately 226 vehicles serving 436,000 one-way trips per year.
The survey identified the following nine (9) organizations that purchase transportation service from other providers.

- ARC
- DSO
- Consolidated Industries of Syracuse
- Enable
- Home Aids of CNY
- Liberty Resources
- Onondaga County Department of Aging and Youth
- Onondaga County Department of Social Services
- TBI
- Salvation Army

The survey identified the following seven (7) organizations that are willing to consider purchasing some or all of the transportation services needed by their clients from other providers.

- The American Cancer Society
- ARC
- DSO
- Centro
- Home Aids of CNY
- DSS
- St. Camillus

The following five (5) agencies responding to the survey indicated they would be interested in providing transportation services to other organizations.

- ARC
- Catholic Charities
- Centro
- St. Camillus
- Salvation Army
The survey identified thirty-nine (39) private vendors that provide demand-responsive transportation services to agencies in Onondaga County. Organizations that may have a financial incentive to participate in a coordinated transportation system, due to their levels of ridership and reported unit or total costs of transportation service, include: Centro, DSS, ARC, and DSO. DSO and DSS both indicated a willingness to make greater use of Centro’s bus system for client transportation. Most of the transportation services are operated during weekday hours, and only two routinely operated on weekends and evenings.

The survey identified two (2) providers that operate only within limits of the City of Syracuse: the Salvation Army and Catholic Charities. Three (3) were identified that operate in the multi-county area: Centro, the American Cancer Society, and the Leukemia Society. All remaining respondents operate within Onondaga County.

Several transportation providers were identified that already coordinate their services. Centro’s Coor-Trans program serves the following:

- Department of Social Services non-emergency medical trips for Medicaid recipients
- Onondaga County Department of Aging and Youth for seniors in rural and suburban areas
- NYS Office of Aging in northern communities
- MetraHealth Health Maintenance Organization
- Syracuse University on-campus shuttle for disabled students
- PEACE – rural transit service for seniors and persons with disabilities

Catholic Charities coordinates with the Syracuse Community Health Center and the Onondaga County Department of Aging and Youth for seniors in the north county area.

The Onondaga County Department of Aging and Youth coordinates services with the following:

- Catholic Charities for the north county area
- Northeast Community Center for the north city area
- NCNY United Methodist Church for the Onondaga Nation
- Salvation Army in the south city area
- Call-A-Bus/Coor-Trans

The following potential purchasers of transportation services were identified in the survey:

- DSS and DSO exploring hiring Centro to broker trips
- ARC would consider purchasing service from other vendors
- American Cancer Society would consider purchasing transportation services
Home Aides of CNY interested in purchasing services

The following potential providers of transportation services were identified in the survey:

- ARC
- St. Camillus Health and Rehabilitation
- Onondaga County Department of Aging and Youth

The following perceived barriers to coordination were identified in the survey:

- Impact on the business of small, private vendors
- Serving rural clients
- Vehicle insurance concerns
- Loss of control of service design and operation
- Reluctance to pool funds or vehicles
- Turf issues

Categories of strategies for coordination identified in the survey include:

- Shifting trips onto Centro’s fixed route system
- Filling vehicles by grouping trips
- Developing more efficient routings of “subscription” riders, possibly by combining programs both within and between agencies
- Procuring joint contracts with private operators or other public providers, administered by a lead agency, an interagency consortium, or a broker
- Purchase by interested agencies of maintenance services from Centro
- Eliminating duplicative administrative effort by centralizing functions such as reservations, procurement of vendors, driver supervision, and billing and record-keeping

H. Federal and State Assistance Programs

The following is a summary of federal and state assistance programs and laws. Some establish the regulations and guidelines required to obtain grants to provide transportation services. Others are referred to in this study and this section provides some background information. Additional references are provided in Appendix C.

FEDERAL

Three federal laws were passed that encourage collaboration between transportation agencies and human service agencies that provide employment placement and training. They are as follows:
1. The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) was passed in 1998. It increased funding for public transportation, provided funding for community partnerships to build upon existing public transit services to provide low income people with access to work (known as the Job Access and Reverse Commute program).

2. The Workforce Investment Act of 1998 consolidated the former Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) and other federal job training programs into three state-managed block grants. The law replaces Private Industry Councils with Workforce Investment Boards to oversee employment and training activities in a centralized location. The Workforce Investment Board provides one central point for obtaining information on job training and placement, as well as transportation and other support services.

3. The Personal Responsibility and Work Reconciliation Act of 1996, known as welfare reform or Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), sets a 60-month limit on public assistance (5-year lifetime limit) and mandates employment.

NEW YORK STATE

NYS Welfare Reform

The objectives of state welfare reform have been twofold: to change welfare to a system of temporary support while recipients secure employment, child support or other forms of self-sufficiency, and to provide social services districts with the flexibility and incentives needed to effectively administer a work-oriented welfare system.

The New York State Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance (OTDA) was created as part of the State's Welfare Reform Law of 1997. OTDA is responsible for providing policy, technical and systems support to the State's 58 social services districts. OTDA provides economic assistance to aged and disabled persons who are unable to work, and transitional support to public assistance recipients while they are working toward self-sufficiency.

Family Assistance

Formerly known as the Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program (AFDC), Family Assistance (FA) provides cash assistance to eligible families that include a minor child living with a parent (including families where both parents are in the household) or a caretaker relative. It is operated under the federal TANF guidelines. Under FA, eligible adults are limited to receiving benefits for a total of 60 months in their lifetime. Once this limit is reached, households are ineligible to receive further FA benefits. The months need not be consecutive, but each
individual month in which TANF-funded benefits are received is included in the lifetime count. The counting of this 60-month limit began in December 1996. Parents and other adult relatives who can work must be working or involved in work-like activities. Parents are also responsible for cooperating with the local department of social services in locating any absent parent.

The federal TANF Block Grant offers flexibility to provide services to individuals and families beyond traditional welfare programs. For certain programs, New York is using TANF funds to expand services available to eligible individuals and families with gross income at or below 200% of the federal poverty level, including non-custodial parents. NYS TANF programs that could assist with access to jobs with eligibility up to 200% of poverty include:

- **Family Loan Program** (FLP) that makes small, low interest loans to parents with income below 200% of the federal poverty level to help meet unexpected expenses that could interfere with their ability to remain employed or continue educational pursuits.
- **Wheels for Work** that provides assistance to purchase, repair, finance and/or insure personal vehicles necessary to obtain/maintain employment or to participate in other work activities.
- **Community Solutions for Transportation** (CST) that allocates money to local districts to provide transportation services for certain TANF eligible people so they can get to and from work or other work activities.
- **Health Care Worker Training and Recruitment** provides funding for job training, wage subsidies and other services to obtain and retain workers for employment in the health care field.

**Safety Net Assistance**

The state and locally funded Safety Net Assistance Program (SN) replaced the former Home Relief program. Safety Net provides assistance to individuals and families who are ineligible for Family Assistance or other federal public assistance programs. Safety Net Assistance is for:

- single adults
- childless couples
- children living apart from any adult relative
- families of persons abusing drugs or alcohol
- families of persons refusing drug/alcohol screening, assessment or treatment
- persons who have exceeded the 60-month limit on assistance
- aliens who are eligible for public assistance, but who are not eligible for federal reimbursement Individuals can receive Safety Net Assistance in cash for a maximum of two years in a lifetime. After that, if eligibility continues, it will be provided in non-cash form.
Unless prevented from doing so by a physical or mental disability, Safety Net recipients must engage in work activities to receive assistance.

*Food Stamps*

Administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the Food Stamp Program issues monthly benefits redeemable at authorized retail food stores. Eligibility and benefit levels are based on household size, income, assets and other factors. To help with the transition to self-sufficiency, food stamps can be continued for families leaving temporary assistance to move into the workplace. The food stamp income eligibility limits enable families earning up to 130% of the poverty level to qualify for the program, and there is no time limit for receipt of benefits for families with children.
II. TRANSPORTATION GAPS IN EXISTING SERVICES

Conducting technical analysis is important to understanding the dimensions of employment access needs and addressing those needs effectively. Delineating the markets for job access services requires identifying the locations of areas with a sizeable group of residents needing employment and matching these to transit routes and to locations that can be expected to provide employment opportunities. Data from several key resources were utilized to conduct the analysis in this study, including:

- The SMTC
- ReMAP Study
- Onondaga County DSS
- CENTRO

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was utilized to organize, map, analyze and present the data. The results of that analysis, the input received through the coordinated planning process, and results of the ReMAP study are summarized in this section.

The following is a summary of the job access and reverse commute needs identified by the ReMAP study:

- More frequently scheduled Centro bus service during peak agency program hours of 8:00-9:30 AM and 3:00-5:00 PM
- More accessible transportation to and from outlying areas, particularly East Syracuse, Baldwinsville, and Tully
- Lower bus fares to and from the suburbs
- Transportation that can be utilized by individuals working during non-traditional hours
- Less expensive individualized transportation throughout the day, especially for participants in supported employment programs and others that are not covered by Medicaid.
- Transportation than can be used by inner city residents to access suburban jobs with such employers as the Marriott at Carrier Circle and the Wal-Mart in Camillus; not only are these jobs located in the suburbs, but they often require work in the late evenings and early mornings, when bus service is not available.
- Public transportation in the southern part of Onondaga County.
- Available, affordable transportation services that can be used for trips to social or recreational activities, or for other non-program-specific purposes, especially outside of Centro’s fixed route and paratransit service areas.
- Services that include agency clients and make them part of the mainstream life of their communities, rather than isolate them on the basis of their specific disability.
Some consumers have physical, behavioral or cognitive difficulties that make it problematic for them to be on a vehicle for extended periods of time.
Not all vehicles are equipped with air conditioning.
Late night, door-to-door service is needed, as well as more service on Sundays and holidays.
Service is lacking in the Baldwinsville/Northwest area.
A large percentage of elderly residents reside in City North and Eastwood, and many more are than four blocks from a fixed-route bus line.
Transportation service from low income neighborhoods to entry-level jobs during non-traditional working hours, including night shifts.
Rural transportation is also needed.
Most unmet needs arise in the outlying areas of Onondaga County, particularly in Cicero, Clay, Bridgeport, Minoa, Brewerton, Baldwinsville, Tully, Fabius, Elbridge, and Jordan.

The Study Advisory Committee (SAC) and Stakeholders, as part of this study, identified the following as needs or employment centers lacking public transportation.

- State Fairgrounds
- Hancock Airport
- Killian Manufacturing Corp. located on Burnett Avenue by Midler and Teal – 2nd and 3rd Shifts
- Carrier Circle / Marriott
- Burnett / Erie Boulevard
- East Malloy Road – PPConversions, PPI across street
- UPS on Thompson Rd.
- Rescue Mission – Warehouses on Henry Clay Boulevard
- Shoppingtown Mall
- Phillips Broadband
- Women’s Centers including Vera House, Chadwick Center, St. Lucy’s Church
- Carrier – 2nd and 3rd shifts
- Employees in Liverpool and East Syracuse
- Anaren Microwave hiring 300 – E. Syracuse Fly Road
- Brickhouse – Men and Womens
- Salvation Army
- Hospitality Industry 8-9 PM
- Retail service until 9:30-10:00 – restaurant types of jobs
- Another central bus location / transit hub in Dewitt
- Shoppingtown – Erie Blvd bus needed
- West Court Street
- GE Industrial Park
- Coordinate shifts among businesses
- Livery services / taxis
Informal network among employees – carpooling – pay them
Model after Madison County – 2nd shift bus route developed with employers – Route 20 – Cazenovia – Irwin Davis is key contact
Call-a-Bus delays are extreme
Dunbar, SW Community Center
Federal Building
Boys and Girls Clubs

A. Geographic Distribution of Welfare Recipients and Low Income People

An early step in this study was to identify where welfare recipients and low-income people who need new transportation services live. General concentrations were identified, not specific homes of individuals. Onondaga County Department of Social Services provided recent address-only files of the residents of TANF recipients (4,086), Safety Net recipients (1,258), and Food Stamp recipients (8,796). The address files were geocoded utilizing GIS (with the Syracuse-Onondaga County Planning Agency (SOCPA) street address files) and concentrations were identified and mapped. The Food Stamp recipients were utilized as a proxy measure for the low-income population, including those not receiving TANF.

Figures 1 and 2 present the geographic distribution of welfare recipients and low-income people in Onondaga County. This map was created in GIS by creating a surface model of the density of address locations of welfare recipients. This technique reveals the concentrations more clearly than would a simple dot map where, depending on viewing scale, individual dots would not be discernable.

Concentrations of welfare recipients were observed in the following areas:

- Throughout the City of Syracuse
- Village of Liverpool, Mattydale area
- Southeast quadrant of the Town of Salina
- Village of North Syracuse in the Town of Cicero
- Fairmount area of the Town of Camillus
- Village of Baldwinsville in the Towns of Lysander and VanBuren
- Nedrow area of the Town of Onondaga
- Village of East Syracuse in the Town of Dewitt
- Locations of apartment complexes in other suburban locations

In addition, available US Census data was reviewed to identify concentrations of high unemployment and low income in the county. This data can be observed in Figures 3 and 4. These areas coincide generally with the concentrations of welfare recipients. Figure 3 shows the areas with the combined aspects of low income and high unemployment. Figure 4 shows those areas where average income is at or below the poverty line and those where the average income is two times the poverty
line. These two income levels are key thresholds for program funding eligibility (see Section H).

The Childcare Council of Onondaga County provided the locations of childcare centers in the County. The address file of childcare centers was address matched, geo-coded, and mapped utilizing GIS (see Figure 5). Licensed day care centers are more prevalent on the south side of the City than they are in the north. Outside the City, childcare centers were located generally throughout the residential areas of the County. However, it was noticed that there were not many childcare centers in the Town of Geddes or in the Fayetteville area. This information can be used to identify potential connections with trips to/from employment sites.
Figure 1: Concentration of Welfare Recipients – Onondaga County
Figure 2: Concentration of Welfare Recipients – Core Area
Figure 3: Areas of High Unemployment and Low Income
Figure 4: Average Income Within Poverty Level and 200% Poverty Level
Figure 5: Childcare Providers
B. Geographic Distribution of Employment Centers

Another early step was to identify the location of potential jobs. The American Business Institute (ABI) index file (1998) was provided by the New York State Department of Transportation, Passenger Transit Division for use in this analysis. The database contains 4,317 employers representing 231,570 employees. Onondaga County DSS provided their Jobs Plus! file that contained information about 630 employers where clients had been placed in jobs. Centro provided information about 17 employers that contacted Centro requesting service for their employees. This information was mapped and concentrations were identified. Figures 6 and 7 present the employer concentrations in Onondaga County.

This map was created in GIS by creating a surface model of the density of address locations of employers. The employment surface model was weighted by the number of employers. This technique reveals the concentration of potential employment, not simply the density of employer locations.

Concentrations of potential employment were observed in the following areas:

- Downtown Syracuse
- Shoppingtown/Widewaters area, Village of East Syracuse, and Carrier Circle/Thompson Road/Molloy Road/Northern Boulevard area in the Town of Dewitt
- Seneca Turnpike area in the City of Syracuse and Town of Onondaga
- Village of Solvay in the Town of Geddes
- Fairmount area in the Town of Camillus
- Farrell Road area in the Town of VanBuren
- Baldwinsville area in the Towns of VanBuren and Lysander
- Village of Liverpool and southeast quadrant of Town of Salina
- Route 11 corridor in Towns of Salina and Cicero
- Taft Road corridor in the Towns of Clay and Cicero
- Henry Clay Boulevard and Morgan Road corridor in the Town of Clay
Figure 6: Concentrations of Employment – Onondaga County
Figure 7: Concentrations of Employment – Core Area
C. Public, Private, Non-Profit and Human Service Transportation Services

Section 1.G. summarized the existing transportation services available in Onondaga County. Some agencies are limited to transporting clients in the City of Syracuse. Otherwise, there is very little geographic definition to the service areas in which the agencies are providing transportation. Services are, in general, demand responsive and are directly tailored to the specific program’s clients. There are times, such as at night, that the agencies providing transportation services have vehicles available, and may be willing to provide services. However, there are a number of barriers to their use for contract services. These include liability issues, ability to hire drivers in the late night and early morning, and mingling of funding sources the agencies receive. However, due to the potential efficiencies that are possible, the coordination of services should continue to be explored whenever possible. This may be a task of the Regional Mobility Manager (See Section V).

Centro provides the only fixed route service in the County. All routes were mapped in GIS. Data regarding service spans (days of the week and hours of service for each route) and headways (frequency of buses on a route) were assigned to the route files in GIS. Headways were classified as 30 minutes or less, greater than 30 minutes but less than 60 minutes, and greater than 60 minutes. As a generalization for the purposes of this study, service with headways of 30 minutes or less are considered good, between 30 and 60 minutes are fair, and service of greater than 60 minutes would be considered poor. However, it must be acknowledged that there are many factors specific to individual routes and portions of routes that would certainly justify service of greater than 60 minutes for valid reasons. For example, one bus later in the evening could be targeted to a specific employer. The following transit route maps do not show service with headways of greater than 60 minutes.

Figures 8 through 12 summarize the frequency of service provided by Centro at different time periods within each weekday as well as Saturday service. Dawn service is before 7:00 AM. Peak service is between 7:00 and 9:00 AM or 4:00 and 6:00 PM. Mid-day service is between 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM. Night service is after 6:00 PM. Figures 8 through 12 show the route service overlaid over the concentrations of employment.
Figure 8: Centro Bus Service – Weekday Dawn
Figure 9: Centro Bus Service – Weekday Peak
Figure 10: Centro Bus Service – Weekday Mid-Day
Figure 11: Centro Bus Service – Weekday Night
Figure 12: Centro Bus Service – Saturday
D. Transportation Gaps Between People and Employment

The locations of employment and welfare recipients in Onondaga County were analyzed, as well as the level of transit service (route locations, headways, and service times) provided by Centro. An inventory of existing human service agencies and private transportation service providers contained in the CNYRTA ReMAP Study was also reviewed. This information was presented to the JARC Study Advisory Committee, stakeholder group, and the public. Valuable input and additional information was received. Follow-up conversations were made with the Metropolitan Development Association, employers, and other individuals and stakeholders. As a result, the following eleven employment clusters represent the main areas where there are transportation service gaps in accessibility by existing transportation services. These areas are illustrated in Figure 13.

1. ELBRIDGE - SKANEATELES - JORDAN

- There are a number of employers located along the western edge of Onondaga County in the towns of Elbridge and Skaneateles such as Auburn Wire/OWI, Tessy Plastics, and Welch Allyn which are served on a limited basis.
- One of the two Welch Allyn facilities and Tessy Plastics are served by two buses per day from Auburn, but not from Syracuse. The large number of employees at the two Welch Allyn facilities (2,000) employees warrants further exploration of transit provision. However, it would likely be employer specific and need to be supported primarily by Welch Allyn.

2. MILTON AVENUE BETWEEN BRIDGE AND WILLIS – WEST SIDE OF SYRACUSE

- Manufacturers such as Nixon Gear (1750 Milton Avenue), Landis Plastics (1500 Milton Avenue), Solvay Paperboard (53 Industrial Drive), and Church & Dwight (1416 Willis Avenue) are several blocks north of the existing Centro service.
- Centro service (Route #8) is currently through the neighborhood south of these employers along Woods Road and Avery Avenue.

3. ERIE BOULEVARD TO BRIDGE STREET/NY 290/MANLIUS CENTER ROAD

- Manufacturers located in this area include such businesses as General Superplating Inc., McIntosh Box and Pallet Co., and Armstrong Mold Corp.
- Centro service is limited on Erie Blvd and Bridge Street during the peak periods and particularly during the dawn and night time periods.
- There are several large service industry employers (shopping centers, restaurants, etc.) located along this corridor.
4. CARRIER CIRCLE AREA (THOMPSON-NORTHERN-MOLLOY-FLY)

- There are 371 businesses employing 17,800 in this area.
- In general, employers are spread out in this area and, therefore, are not especially suited to service by traditional fixed route public transit service.
- Employer need for employee transportation appears to be high.
- Centro service does not effectively extend north of the Carrier Circle roadway.

5. TAFT ROAD

- There is currently no Centro service along the extent of Taft Road in the Towns of Clay and Cicero.
- Employment sites are greatly dispersed through this corridor.
- The ReMAP study recommended implementation of a “Salina Connector” that would serve much of Taft Road.

6. AIRPORT

- At the public meeting for this project, the airport was mentioned as a place with a difficult time getting employees to the job site.
- There is currently no Centro service to the airport. However, service was implemented to the Airport two years ago and discontinued last year due to poor ridership. The shift times that are at the Airport were widely dispersed time-wise and there was no dominant shift.

7. CICERO/ROUTE 11/SOUTH BAY ROAD/ROUTE 31

- Employers include Kennedy Company (8170 Thompson Road), ICM Corporation (6333 Daedalus Road), and Syracuse Castings (6177 South Bay Road), as well as the retail development at NYS Route 31 near I-81.
- There is currently infrequent Centro service except for during the AM and PM peak periods.

8. HENRY CLAY BLVD AND MORGAN ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA

- Currently, Centro bus service is in place on Henry Clay Boulevard and Morgan Roads, but buses are up to a half-mile distant from many of the businesses that are set back from these two roads, not making transit very convenient.
- Service does not reach north to Eagle Comtronics (500 employees) at Henry Clay Boulevard and Waterhouse Road.

9. FARRELL ROAD/STILES ROAD
The Study Advisory Committee identified this as an area in need of service. Currently, Centro bus service passes by area on I-690 and State Fair Boulevard rather than routing through Farrell Road and Stiles Road near the Thruway.

10. BALDWINSVILLE

- Currently, Centro service does not reach several major employers around Baldwinsville. For others, service is infrequent.

11. SUBURBAN MALLS AND SHOPPING CENTERS

- There is infrequent inbound service at night to get employees home after the stores close, including the Great Northern, Fairmount Fair, and Shoppingtown retail centers.

E. Screening of Employment Service Gaps

The eleven general gaps in service identified in the previous section were screened, and six were selected for more detailed data gathering and analysis on the specific employers located within these areas. The original list of employment service gaps was screened in order to focus the study’s resources on the more detailed approach only for the areas with the greatest potential need for transit. The areas selected were:

1) CARRIER CIRCLE AREA (THOMPSON-NORTHERN-MOLLOY-FLY)
2) HENRY CLAY BOULEVARD AND MORGAN ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA
3) ERIE BLVD TO BRIDGE STREET/NYS ROUTE 290/MANLIUS CENTER ROAD
4) TAFT ROAD
5) CICERO/ROUTE 11/SOUTH BAY ROAD/ROUTE 31
6) FARRELL ROAD /STILES ROAD

The areas are shown in Figure 13.

The screening criteria included:

- The degree to which closing the service gap would help meet the goals of the JARC Plan
- Inclusion of employers expressing a public transportation need
- Identification of area by the SAC, study stakeholders, and the public
- Critical mass of employees to support a service solution
- Employment cluster contains a large number of potential entry-level jobs for those moving from welfare to work
Figure 13: Employment Areas With Service Gaps – Six Areas Identified for Further Detailed Are Labeled
F. Detailed Analysis of Employment Clusters

An employer telephone survey was conducted in December, 2000. Contact was attempted with all employers located within the geographic extent of the first six service gaps listed above. This list of employers contained over 1,000 businesses. Through the survey, the employers’ name and location were verified. The following questions were asked:

1. How many employees are at your site?
2. Have you had difficulty attracting and retaining employees due to transportation?
3. How many of your employees earn less than $10 per hour?
4. What are your employees’ regular shift times?
5. Any other comments?

The second question sought to identify those employers with immediate needs for transit service. The wage level of $6-10 was used to help define the target market, both to support existing employees to help them from slipping off the employment rolls, as well as to identify those employers that may potentially employ welfare recipients. Shift information was gathered for planning purposes to identify potential coordination of transit services among many employers. One troublesome comment by many employers was that they simply did not hire anyone who did not own a car.

Out of 1,047 employers in the survey, only 64 refused to answer or hung up on the interviewers. Those employers who were contacted had varied responses to the questions asked. Eleven employers simply stated that they would not hire an employee if they did not have their own transportation. 380 employers said that they did not have any problems at all with the bus service. These employers also tended to have shifts that ran during normal business hours as well as commenting that their stops were close to the business.

However, there were employers who stated that more reliable bus service would help them in attracting and retaining employees. Those employers who did not have bus service nearby or the hours of service were different from their hours of business, asserted their need for better service. Most comments that related to the need for service said that the times are inconvenient, the bus stops are not safe, there are no stops close enough, or the bus is not dependable. One hundred eleven employers stated that there were problems with the service as well as a need for service. These employers also had the majority of employees making $6 – 10/ hour. They account for over 10,000 employees. Only two employers (45 employees) said they needed better bus service that did not have a significant number of employees making less than $10 per hour.
Over thirty-five percent of the employers that expressed a need for improved transit service to attract and retain employees were eating and drinking establishments. Among other types of businesses expressing a need for improved transit service were retail, manufacturing, and hotels. These types of businesses each accounted for about 15% of those with such expressed need. The remaining twenty percent of employers expressing a need were mixed among construction, social services, general services, and personnel businesses.

All the employer responses were logged into a database (listed in Appendix D) and linked to the geo-coded employer database in GIS. This GIS database was then used to evaluate each of the employment clusters in terms of what types of potential transit services might be most applicable as well as what the general level of demand (not detailed ridership forecasts) might be for those services. The following is a summary of the results for each.

1) CARRIER CIRCLE AREA (THOMPSON-NORTHERN-MOLLOY-FLY)

There are 367 businesses in this area, 82 with greater than 50 employees, employing a total of 17,900 people. The following industry classifications are particularly notable, as employers in these classifications have generally expressed the greatest need for transit.

- Hotels/Lodging=925 (16 employers)
- Manufacturing=7,046 (55 employers)
- Retail=812 (33 employers)
- This area has special shift needs such as UPS at 10:15 PM, 3:00 AM and 5:30 AM and a cluster of hotels in need of night housekeepers and other positions. There does not appear to be any other employers that share shift times with UPS. Shift times at hotels are typically 7 AM, 3 PM, and 11 PM. However, it is known that the shift times at the hotels do vary, even between departments within the same hotel. Therefore, improved coordination of shift times at the hotels will greatly contribute to the success of service recommendations in the Carrier Circle Area.
- Several large manufacturers expressed a need for transit. These employers include Production Products Corp (PPC) with 1,500 employees, most of whom earn less than $10 per hour. PPC’s need is particularly a problem for second and third shift employees (3:30 PM, 12 AM). Another employer is PCI Paper Conversions with 200 employees, half of which make less than $10 per hour. Sundays are especially difficult for their employees to get to work.
- Due to the concentration and number of hotel rooms near Carrier Circle, there may be a possibility for coordination with the convention center and other visitor destinations. Hotel guests could be connected to the convention center and downtown Syracuse via services developed to bring hotel employees to the Carrier Circle area.

2) HENRY CLAY BOULEVARD AND MORGAN ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA
There are 135 businesses in this area, 46 with greater than 50 employees, employing 10,600 people.

- There was relatively little need for transit expressed in the employer survey.
- Rescue Mission is located in this area and a representative attending the stakeholder meeting expressed the need for additional transit service to their location.

3) ERIE BOULVARD TO BRIDGE STREET/ NY 290/ MANLIUS CENTER ROAD

There are 152 businesses in this area, 38 with greater than 50 employees, employing a total of 6,400 people.

- A need for transit was expressed in the employer survey for night and weekend service for closing shifts at retail stores and restaurants.

4) TAFT ROAD

There are 128 businesses in this area, 25 with greater than 50 employees, employing 5,100 people.

- A need for transit was expressed by two large retail establishments, a nursing home, and several restaurants.

5) CICERO – ROUTE 11/SOUTH BAY ROAD/ ROUTE 31

There are 198 businesses in this area, 49 with greater than 50 employees, employing 7,500 people.

- ICM Corp on Daedalus Road expressed a need for transit service, with 175 employees earning less than $10 per hour.

6) FARRELL ROAD / STILES ROAD

There are 59 businesses, 9 with greater than 50 employees, employing 2,400 people.

- Several large grocery warehousing and distribution facilities appear to be good candidates for further exploration of transit needs. These include Penn Traffic and URS Logistics. Other candidates that appear to be candidates for additional transit service include two hotels, a restaurant, and several industrial employers.
- There was a need for transit expressed by PennTraffic, with 150 employees earning less than $10 per hour; and Solvay Iron Works, with 75 employees earning less than $10 per hour.

G. HOME HEALTH CARE AID TRANSPORTATION SERVICE GAP

In addition to the list of employment clusters that was identified by geography, a need for transportation services for home health care aids was also identified. This additional service gap, home health care aid transportation, was determined to meet the employment service gap screening criteria by which the six employment clusters were evaluated (see Section II.E.).

The home health care industry has a great need for employees. This need is growing. Most home health care employees make nearly entry-level wages. They must make a number of client visits in various locations throughout the day. This type of travel is difficult to accommodate via public transportation due to the length of service headways and the need for a downtown transfer between routes.
III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW AND EXPANDED SERVICES

The decision to implement any new service should be based on the following general guidelines:

- Service should meet goals of this Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan.
- Service should be as cost effective as possible given type of service.
- Service should integrate with existing services if possible to capitalize on existing investments.
- All vehicles should be handicapped accessible.
- Employer support and involvement is very important.
- Guaranteed Ride Home and Ride to Work programs should be in place to support employees’ unforeseen work hour requirements or emergencies.
- Service management and funding agencies should exercise patience and give a new service sufficient time to develop ridership and gain informal awareness in the community and neighborhoods where welfare recipients reside.
- Flexibility is key and services should be re-evaluated every six months, if possible. Research indicates that new employees often buy their own vehicles when they accumulate sufficient resources. In addition, employers often go through hiring cycles generating a need for service that was not known previously.
- The role of transportation in access to jobs is important, but there are other equally important issues such as job training, job skills, job search, health care and childcare. A broad-based involvement in planning and implementing transportation services can help to link these elements.
- Fixed route bus services, with modest adjustments, are expected to meet a substantial share of employment access needs.

A. Types of Potential Services

1. Express Bus Route Service

This type of service would provide a new express route between a transit hub and the target employment cluster or large employer. It could begin in or stop in downtown Syracuse to generate additional ridership enroute to the transit hub and/or final destination. It would operate non-stop from either the transit hub or downtown stop to the employment destination.

2. Centro Transit Route Service Increase on Existing Route

This service would reduce headways or would expand the hours of service on an existing route. Reducing headways would decrease the time between buses arriving/departing an employment site. Expanding hours of bus service could include beginning service earlier in the morning or extending it into the evening or night hours, or extending it to Saturdays or Sundays.
3. **Centro Transit Route Extension**

This service would extend or alter an existing route to serve new employment locations. Alterations of routes could be anywhere along the existing route to serve new employment sites within ½ mile of the existing route. Operating times for the extended service would be based upon the employers' needs.

4. **Local Circulator Shuttles**

This type of service would circulate smaller buses, vans, or taxis out from a local transit hub servicing employment sites not readily served by typical Centro bus service. This could be due to the dispersed nature of employment sites or atypical shift times such as at night. Often, upgraded mainline service to the transit hub would be considered.

5. **Public Operator Leasing Vans to Private Operators**

This service type could be similar to the Local Circulator Shuttles, or could be between a specialized location and a number of employment sites. However, administratively the transit agency would likely purchase vehicles and then lease them to private operators for contract service.

6. **Coordinated Home Health Aid Service**

This type of service would require working with home health service agencies to cluster the home visits for each home health aid worker or groups of workers. If they are clustered enough, a bus can service the “cluster” to/from a transit hub either via regular route service or customized bus service with smaller sized buses. If they cannot be clustered enough, the public transit agency could broker a taxi service, with home health agencies pre-approving specific trips. DSS caseworkers call up representatives at Centro dispatch that could connect a home health aid with the appropriate service (Centro, taxi, or otherwise). These staff members would work closely with the Regional Mobility Manager.

7. **Subscription Service**

This type of service involves service to meet the needs of a specific set of employees and employers on a contractual basis. Employers contract with the local transit agencies or other service provider to operate bus trips tailored to their needs. These trips can serve multiple employers when shift change times are similar. Employers can assume all of the cost of these trips or employees can be charged a fare to offset operating costs.

8. **Flex Route**
This type of service would likely operate in the format of a Local Circulator Shuttle but its route would “flex” as needed within certain parameters (distance, advance notification, etc.). This type of service allows variability of destinations for each run and allows a route to develop and change over time.

9. Carpools

Carpools are typically arrangements between fellow employees to share the driving responsibility of a personal car or truck. However, this is not the most successful method of transportation for a new employee who does not own a car. The ability to obtain and keep a job often depends on a stable, reliable source of transportation. The employee, who does not own a car, but is depending on riding with someone else, will be subject to the driver being ill, changing jobs, or not being available for some other reason.

B. Recommended Job Access and Reverse Commute Service Templates

These project recommendations represent “service templates” of different service types addressing different types of needs. For example, the Carrier Circle service and the Farrell Road/Stiles Road service could represent industrial, manufacturing, and hotel employment in an industrial park setting where there is almost no existing transit service. The Home Health Aids service represents a cooperative approach to serving a group of employees who are “field agents” with multiple work sites throughout the day. The Erie Boulevard service and Cicero/Route 11/South Bay Road/Route 31 service could represent serving retail service type employment corridors with evening and night service.

Each of the “service template” projects that are implemented should be evaluated, improved upon, and implemented in other areas or corridors around Onondaga County as funding becomes available.

As service templates, it should be noted that although specific recommendations are made, final service implementations are likely to vary from those described in this report.

Service templates are not being recommended for two of the six employment clusters that were analyzed in more detail. These two are the Henry Clay Boulevard and Morgan Road Industrial Area and the Taft Road corridor.

In the Henry Clay Boulevard and Morgan Road Industrial Area, very few employers expressed difficulties retaining and attracting employees due to transportation. Although there were a significant number of employees earning less than $10 per
hour, most shift times were during the traditional hours of the existing Centro service in this area. It was recognized that many of the employers in this industrial area are set back a significant distance from Henry Clay Boulevard and Morgan Road. However, efficient solutions to address this situation were not evident.

In the Taft Road corridor, very few employers expressed difficulties retaining and attracting employees due to transportation. Those that did express difficulties were near Centro Route 11 service. There are some employers along this corridor with a significant number of employees earning less than $10 per hour, but they are dispersed along the corridor and appeared less likely to support successful service than the other corridors for which service template recommendations area being made.

The following projects were developed as potential solutions to the transportation service gaps that were identified.

**Carrier Circle Service**

The goal of this service is to provide flexible service to this area of dispersed manufacturing and hotel employers in the industrial park-like setting around and north of Carrier Circle. This service would consist of the following five components:

1) Mainline transit service (Centro bus routes #1, #2) is enhanced to the Carrier Circle area.
2) A temporary (initially) transit center is developed near the Carrier Circle.
3) Shuttle buses circulate on a flex route between the Carrier Circle transit center and Thompson Road, Molloy Road, and Northern Boulevard areas during the peak hours of employer shift changes (5:30 AM-8:30 AM, 2:30 PM-6:30 PM, 9:30 PM-12:30 AM weekdays). See Figure 14.
4) During other hours, (8:30 AM-2:30 PM and 6:30 PM-9:30 weekdays, 6:30 AM-11:30 PM Saturdays and Sundays) contract vans or taxis are based at the transit center to provide client subscription service.
5) During the overnight hours, (12:30 AM-5:30 AM weekdays, 12:30 AM-6:30 AM Saturdays and Sundays) contract vans or taxis provide client subscription service between home and employer.

The flex route service during the peak hours listed would operate generally along the route shown in Figure 14. However, with advance scheduling, the bus could vary from the route shown to serve specific employers on specific runs. The decision would be evaluated on a case by case basis. The “flex” characteristics of this route would likely be oriented more towards being able to modify the route as needed on a monthly basis to ensure that it is serving the maximum number of employees efficiently. This type of service needs constant monitoring and adjustment as needs change.
As shown in Figure 14, it is expected that the Carrier Circle Service will provide service to 54 employers. Among these 54 employers (4,600 total employees), 25 indicated through the survey (Section 2.F.) a need for transit service. Of these 25 employers, all indicated that most of their employees, approximately 2,800, earned less than $10 per hour. However, consideration should be given to the information concerning ridership expectations, Section IV.A.

Ideally, the shuttle buses would be scheduled to make a timed transfer with the mainline buses at a Carrier Circle Transit Center. The transit center could be as simple as a common meeting point with a bus shelter or more elaborate, given availability of funding. Shuttle buses would be accessible mini-buses with a capacity of 15 passengers. Mini-buses would leave the transit center at least once every 30 minutes weekdays between 5:30 AM-8:30 AM, 2:30 PM-6:30 PM, and 9:30 PM-12:30 AM. Given sufficient operating funds, Centro bus routes #1 and #2 would be upgraded to the Carrier Circle Transit Center such that one bus from Common Center would arrive each half-hour that the Carrier Circle shuttle bus is operating.

Centro mainline buses are currently scheduled to pulse to affect a timed transfer in downtown Syracuse every 70 minutes in weekday off-peak hours and all day Saturday and Sunday. A 60-minute “clock” headway is much preferable to 70 minutes, given sufficient operating funding. Regardless of the off-peak headway, mainline service arriving at the Carrier Circle Transit Center from 8:30 AM-2:30 PM and 6:30 PM-9:30 PM weekdays, and 6:30 AM-11:30 PM on Saturdays and Sundays would be met by contract vans or taxis which would transport employees on a subscription basis to employment locations in this area.

During the non-overnight hours, contract vans or taxis would pick up and distribute persons between the Carrier Circle Transit Center and the employer sites.

During the overnight hours (12:30 AM-5:30 AM weekdays, 12:30 AM-6:30 AM Saturdays and Sundays) when the mainline bus service is not in operation, contract vans or taxis would provide client subscription service between home and employer.

The client subscription process would simply be a request, with appropriate advanced notice, to the Regional Mobility Manager, who would then forward the information weekly to the taxi and van provider. The request for service during the overnight hours would include home address/pickup location and work location within the Carrier Circle service area, and shift start or end time between 12:30 AM-5:30 AM weekdays or 12:30-6:30 AM Saturdays and Sundays. The request for service any other time, would only include work location and shift start and end times, as the employee would be transported to/from the Carrier Circle Transit Center only. The subscription process would not be necessary for any employees with both shift start and end times during the hours of operation of the circulator shuttle bus.
A contract with a taxi service or services would be entered into, whereby a negotiated fixed rate for each trip to/from the Carrier Circle Transit Center would be set. For the overnight service between home and work, a distance-based fee could be negotiated. Also, for larger employers with overnight shift times, special arrangements could be made for shared van trips. If there is not a taxi service with vans, then Centro could explore purchasing a number of vans and leasing them to the taxi service. Another option for these larger employers would be to contract with one of the area human service agencies (Consolidated Industries, ARC, Catholic Charities, Salvation Army, and St. Camillus) that have indicated an interest in providing transportation services, and leave the trips not warranting a van to the taxi service.

The following are costs to provide this service that will need to be funded:

- Mainline transit service (Centro bus routes #1 and #2) enhancement between downtown Syracuse and the Carrier Circle Transit Center
- Construction (if applicable) and maintenance of the Carrier Circle Transit Center
- Operation of flex route bus service during peak hours of employer shift changes
- Non-overnight contract taxi/van service between the Carrier Circle Transit Center and employer sites
- Overnight taxi/van service between employers and home locations
Figure 14: Carrier Circle Service
Home Health Aids Service

The goal of this service is to facilitate entry into and support employment in the home health care industry that is experiencing a great need for employees. This occupation can be very difficult for those persons not owning their own vehicles due to the need to visit many clients in different locations throughout the day. This service would consist of two components:

1) Coordination of service locations and bus service to higher density service locations.
2) Home health agency car sharing cooperative.

The office of the Regional Mobility Manager could work with the home health agency managers and employees to cluster client visits. The first priority will always be to utilize existing Centro regular route bus services to provide transportation for home health aid employees. Home health aid client visits could be clustered geographically for each individual employee. Where clusters of clients cannot be served by regular route services, customized service could be developed for those employees using a mini-bus type vehicle. The existing Centro bus system should be used for as much of the home health aid employee’s work-related transportation needs as possible. The Regional Mobility Manager could serve in a key role to encourage coordination of such services.

In all probability, it may not be possible for many of the home health care visits to be clustered. The home health care agencies could join a car-sharing cooperative to provide cars for all the home health care aids to use for visits for which transit is not a viable solution. The car-sharing cooperative could hire a vehicle fleet management company such as a rental car agency to set up an operation for the home health care agencies. Home health care aids who do not own a private vehicle would take a Centro bus route to the central car sharing cooperative office and lot. Being registered in the program by the employer, the employee would show the appropriate credentials and check out a car for use for his or her shift that day. At the end of the shift, the employee would return the car and take a Centro bus route to return home. The contracted vehicle fleet manager or car rental agency would be responsible for vehicle maintenance. However, there are concerns regarding insurance and liability issues associated with a car-sharing cooperatives that will need to be explored and evaluated further.

The following are costs to provide this service that will need to be funded:

- Staff time in the office of the Centro Mobility Manager
- Cost of providing customized mini-bus transit service where applicable
Contract cost for the vehicle fleet manager / car rental agency - TANF and JARC funding could subsidize the cost to the home health care agency cooperative.

Cost of increased insurance to address liability and funding agency requirements.

**Erie Boulevard Service**

The goal of this service is to provide improved transit access to retail and restaurant employment in this corridor, including times that are outside the normal peak operation of the Centro bus system. This service would change an existing regular route (Centro bus #10L) and combine it with a service extension. The portion of the route serving Erie Boulevard at Bridge Street to Shoppingtown Mall could be deleted. The new routing would be north from Erie Boulevard on Bridge Street to East Syracuse, then east on Manlius Center Road through the Town of Dewitt to a terminus in the vicinity of Fremont Road just inside the Town of Manlius (See Figure 15).

Further analysis of the impact a change to Centro Route 10L will have on riders traveling between Erie Boulevard and Shoppingtown Mall will need to be conducted. However, Centro’s new Suburban East service in place since September, 2000, yields some flexibility as it duplicates the 10L service in this area.

There are many service industries, mostly restaurants and retail establishments, along this corridor. Shift times vary but are primarily between 8 AM and 12 AM, although some start earlier and others extend until 2 AM. There are other employers starting as early as 5 AM. One large manufacturing firm, General Super Plating (175 employees), has the following shifts 7:00 AM-3:30 PM, 3:00 PM-11:30 PM, and 11:00 PM-7:00 AM. There are large employers on Manlius Center Road with overnight shift start/end times. One is a manufacturing firm, Armstrong Mold, with 175 of 250 employees earning between $6 and $10 per hour and shift times Monday through Friday 5:00 AM-4:00 PM and 4:00 PM-2:00 AM. Others include large retailers. Sam’s Club, with 100 out of 120 employees earning between $6 and $10 per hour, and one shift that starts at 4:00 AM seven days per week. Wal-Mart is also located in this area, with 250 out of 320 employees earning between $6 and $10 per hour, with shifts beginning as early as 7:00 AM and ending as late as 12:00 AM

On weekdays, the service on this new proposed route could offer 30-minute headways between 6:30 AM and 10:00 PM, with 70-minute headways between 10:00 PM and 12:00 AM. On Saturdays and Sundays, the service on this new proposed route could offer 70-minute headways between 7:30 AM and 12:00 AM. Service is needed between 12:00 AM and 6:30 AM on weekdays and between 12:00 AM and 7:30 AM on Saturdays and Sundays. However, the Centro system is not currently operating during these hours and there will be no buses to connect with in downtown Syracuse. Service is likely to be needed between 12:00 AM and 2:30 AM
to bring late closing restaurant and other employees home, as well as to bring employees to work for the 4:00 AM and 5:00 AM shift start times.

Contract van service could pick up workers at the larger employer sites and drop them off at home on a subscription basis primarily between 12:00 AM and 3:00 AM. Similarly, van service could pick up workers at home and deliver them to the larger employer sites on a contract basis primarily between 3:30 AM and 6:30 AM (7:30 AM on Saturdays and Sundays). Contract taxis could service the other smaller employers and shifts not warranting vans.

The client subscription process would be a request, with appropriate advanced notice, to the Centro Mobility Manager, who would then forward the information weekly to the taxi and van providers. The request for service would include home address location (within Onondaga County) and work location within the Erie Boulevard-Manlius Center Road service area, as well as shift start or end time between 12:00 AM and 6:30 AM (7:30 AM on Saturdays and Sundays).

A contract with a taxi service or services could be entered into whereby a negotiated distance/time-based rate could be negotiated for each trip between the employees’ home location and the work location. If there is demand warranting the van service and there is not a taxi service with vans, then Centro could explore purchasing a number of vans and leasing them to a taxi contractor. Another option could be to contract the van services with one of the human service agencies (Consolidated Industries, ARC, Catholic Charities, Salvation Army, and St.Camillus) that have indicated an interest in providing transportation services.

The following are costs to provide this service that will need to be funded:

- Operating costs of additional service along the Erie Boulevard corridor.
- Contract taxi and van service between employees’ home locations in Onondaga County and their work locations within the Erie Boulevard-Manlius Center Road service area.
Figure 15: Erie Boulevard Service
Cicero/Route 11/South Bay Road/Route 31 Service

The goal of this service is to provide new transit access to several manufacturing employers as well as expanded service to the retail and restaurant industry during the evening hours. This service consists of extending an existing Centro Route (#11) geographically as well as extending its hours of service.

Existing Centro service could be extended east on Route 31 and loop southwest down South Bay Road and back up north on Thompson Road. (See Figure 16.) There are several manufacturing employers in this area, including ICM Corporation (175 out of 230 total employees earn $6-10 per hour and shift times are 7:00 AM-3:30 PM and 3:30 PM-12:00 AM).

Most of the employers in this corridor are retail and restaurant oriented. As such, they have a need for employees for evening shifts. Service at 70-minute headways could operate between 6:30 PM and 12:30 AM Monday through Sunday.

The following are costs to provide this service that will need to be funded:

- Additional operating costs to continue service into the evening and night hours.
- Additional operating costs to make extension to Route 31/South Bay Road/Thompson Road employers.
Figure 16: Cicero/Route 11/SouthBay Road/Route 31
Farrell Road/Stiles Road

The goal of this service is provide new transit access to several major employers not currently accessible by transit. This service recommendation is to re-route the existing Centro Baldwinsville route (#6) in the vicinity of the NYS Thruway and extend its hours of service. (See Figure 17.) Buses during the hours of 6:00 AM-9:00 AM, 3:00-6:00 PM, and 10:30 PM-12:30 AM would be routed via John Glenn Blvd., Farrell Road, and Stiles Road to Interstate Island Road, and Jones Road. Several major employers have expressed a need for transit service to this area. The impact of additional running time for passengers bound for jobs in downtown Syracuse must be carefully considered before implementing this recommendation.

Current Service on the Baldwinsville route ends prior to 7:00pm. Centro service on this route could be increased during the hours noted above for the proposed re-routing. This could consist of adding two to three trips between 3:00PM and 6:00 PM so that an inbound bus would arrive near 3:30 PM, 4:30 PM, and 5:00 PM, in addition to the existing buses arriving near 4:00 PM, 5:30 PM, and 6:00 PM. In addition, evening service would need to be added, with three runs between 10:30 PM and 12:30 AM.

A grocery wholesaler and a cold storage warehouse have expressed a need for transit. Penn Traffic Company has 150 out of 500 employees earning between $6 and $10 per hour with shifts 8:00 AM-4:30 PM and 6:00 PM-2:30 AM. URS Logistics employs 150 people, most of whom earn $6-10 per hour, with shifts 8:00 AM-5:00 PM and 4:00 PM-12:00 AM. A hotel with 100 employees is located in this area as well and a restaurant employing 45 people.

Another major employer expressing a potential need for transit is Solvay Iron Works, all of whose 75 employees earn $6-10 per hour and have shifts 7:00 AM-3:30 PM, and 3:30 PM-11:00 PM/12:00 AM. However, with its location on the south side of the Thruway on Walters Road, it may be difficult to serve with the rest of the employers located on the north side of the Thruway. Subscription service should be considered for this employer.

Special arrangements will have to be made with Penn Traffic Company if there is a need to get employees home at 2:30 AM. One option would be to cooperatively develop a customized taxi service.

The following are costs to provide this service that will need to be funded:

- Operating costs to increase service between 3:00 PM and 6:00 PM, and to add service between 10:30 PM and 12:30 AM
- Contract taxi service to take employees home from the 2:30 AM shift, if needed.
Figure 17: Farrell Road/Stiles Road Service
C. Areas for Further Study

Childcare Transportation

It is widely understood that the two primary barriers that face low-income working families when seeking and retaining employment are childcare and transportation. Issues include a lack of reliable transportation, long commute times, and multiple stops for childcare and employment using public transportation. This issue was identified many times through the public involvement process as a serious issue that needs to be addressed. However, there are important barriers to the provision of childcare transportation. Most importantly the fact that many of the state and federal transportation grants prohibit utilizing funds for childcare transportation.

Rural Services

There were individuals identified in rural areas of the county that may benefit from assistance with transportation to work. They are likely to be isolated individuals or small groups of individuals that may have very different employment destinations, shift times, work days, etc. These locations are identified in Figure 1. These trips can be very difficult to serve with traditional transit. These individuals may benefit from the Wheels For Work program, car or van pools, or other specialized contract services where no other options are available. Additional investigation is needed into the transportation problems of these individuals.

Carousel Mall Expansion

In January 2001, the Onondaga County Legislature approved a proposal from Pyramid Corporation to expand the Carousel Mall. This expansion is expected to nearly quadruple the size of Carousel Mall and may generate 2,500 additional jobs at the mall and possibly thousands more at employers supporting the mall or profiting from its existence. Plans for the Carousel Mall expansion were preliminary at the time of publication of this report. However, it was decided to make explicit mention of this development due to the enormous impact this proposal will have on the Syracuse area. In terms of the Job Access and Reverse Commute Plan, the Carousel Mall area will be a much larger employment destination for welfare-to-work persons. It is expected that Centro transit services may be modified as a result of an expanded Carousel Mall, and these changes would need to be accounted for in the overall provision of welfare-to-work transportation services.

D. Project Prioritization
The goals of this Job Access and Reverse Commute study were used in Table 2 to prioritize the project recommendations.

The projects received a plus in the table for the goals that are seen as being reached by that project to a greater extent than other projects. Based on this exercise and knowledge and input gained through the study process, the implementation priority would be as follows (in rank order):

1) Home Health Aids  
2) Carrier Circle Service  
3) Erie Boulevard Service  
4) Farrell Road/Stiles Road Service  
5) Cicero/Route 11/South Bay Road/Route 31 Service
### Table 2: Project Prioritization Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Goals For Transportation Services</th>
<th>Carrier Circle</th>
<th>Home Health Aides</th>
<th>Erie Boulevard</th>
<th>Cicero/Route11/South Bay/Route 31</th>
<th>Farrell Road/Stiles Road</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Provide new and/or expanded transportation services for those moving from welfare to work</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Provide new and/or expanded transportation services for low income workers</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Provide new and/or expanded transportation services for the TANF recipients who are employed (to help them stay employed and get better jobs)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Expand job opportunities for those moving from welfare to work and low income workers by providing access to a larger geographic area</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Develop services that are financially feasible</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Develop services that have the flexibility to meet employer/employee needs (eg, non-standard shift times, schedule changes, overtime)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Develop services that are reliable (eg, consistent and on-time)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Develop services that are accessible to persons with disabilities</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: Project Prioritization Matrix (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Goals For Transportation Services</th>
<th>Carrier Circle</th>
<th>Home Health Aides</th>
<th>Erie Boulevard Cicero/Route 11/South Bay/Route 31</th>
<th>Farrell Road/Stiles Road</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. Meet the needs of employees and their families by connecting existing and new transportation services to other human service needs, whenever feasible (eg, day care, medical, training)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Maintain flexibility in services to meet changing needs of workers and employers</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Provide flexibility by making available a back-up transportation plan (eg, guaranteed ride to work and home)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Provide transportation services to employment sites in a variety of areas throughout the county, as feasible</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Provide transportation services that are compatible with other plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Provide a system of services that meet the needs of individual municipalities and the county as a whole and can be supported by local politicians</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

A. Ridership Potential

As is typical in Upstate New York communities, the overall transit mode share, or the percentage of all trips taken via transit, is relatively small. According to the 1990 Census, 4% of the residents of Onondaga County (including residents of the City of Syracuse) traveled to work via transit. Eleven percent of the residents of the City of Syracuse traveled to work via transit. Six percent of the residents of the City of Syracuse who worked in the towns outside of the City of Syracuse (in general, the “reverse commuters” to the suburban towns) traveled to work via transit.

Given this transit mode share in the Syracuse area, ridership expectations for the services recommended in Section III must remain cautiously optimistic. If expectations are initially unrealistic, the longevity of needed programs could be compromised.

B. GIS-Based Job Connections Query System

It is recommended that the GIS and other data collected for this project be maintained and utilized as a tool for continued planning purposes and service updates.

This resource can be used for monitoring and adjusting JARC type transit services as needs evolve. Initially, the data might be maintained and utilized by the SMTC GIS staff on behalf of Centro and the Centro Mobility Manager and other human service agencies.

Longer term, a user-friendly on-line application could be developed that would allow access over the Internet. Users would include staff at the SMTC, Centro, Onondaga County DSS, Jobs Plus, and other agencies. This application would allow one to locate a welfare recipient's home location and potential work location. Then, application tools would allow transportation services to be identified that may be able to get the welfare recipient to a job site within a given window of time. Ancillary data would include licensed childcare facilities and job training centers to assist in the planning of work-related transportation for that welfare recipient.

C. Marketing/Promotion/Ridership Development

Specific programs are required to develop ridership on the new transportation services. Marketing efforts could include meetings and presentations to community agencies, the local workforce investment boards, employers, and Chambers of
Commerce to generate referrals. Special effort should be made to cooperate closely with social service workers and employment counselors in the inner city to identify potential riders. Attractive and easily understandable brochures should be developed, in Spanish as well as English, to illustrate the new services and schedules for each. These should be developed and distributed to employers, social service agencies and existing and potential customers. Press coverage and service announcements should also be coordinated.

D. Financing

In addition to cash fares, financial assistance should be encouraged from municipalities. Support from employers in the form of a commitment to purchase employee bus passes should be sought. Combined with federal operating assistance and local transit funds, these sources of funding could help sustain the services. Private sector sponsorship opportunities include the following:

- Provide service
- Paying in full or subsidizing the cost of the service (e.g., additional per hour or per mile cost of extended services)
- Purchase of advertising on vehicles
- Other service marketing activities
- Purchase transit passes for employees
- Construct or sponsor passenger waiting facilities

E. Reporting Requirements

There are reporting requirements for state and federal grants. The grantors need to receive information showing how many people are being served who are the targets of any given program. Special fare media to JOBS Plus! for distribution to eligible TANF recipients have been used to track use of the two new transit routes recently implemented by Centro. All other services funded through the TANF grant will be tailored specifically to TANF recipients and TANF eligible people within 200% of the Federal poverty level (taxis, vans, Guaranteed Ride Home). The same will apply to JARC reporting requirements.

F. Vendor Contracting and Insurance
As the Mobility Manager works to coordinate existing services and contract with vendors to provide job access services, there are several challenges that must be overcome.

The use of private non-profit vendors can be a lower cost alternative to private for-profit vendors. However, the staff may not be as well trained, may have limited capabilities, and may be inclined to favor their own clients. The “nonprofessional” vendors may not be able to meet state and federal requirements, such as driver training, drug and alcohol testing, vehicle maintenance, etc. However, there may be opportunities for CNYRTA to assist vendors through the coordination of such services. Another issue is the ability to meet the Americans with Disabilities Act requirements to adequately serve persons with disabilities. These requirements include wheelchair accessibility, headroom, locking systems, and lighting. Additionally, private non-profit vendors may not have sufficient insurance coverage to meet requirements of CNYRTA.
V. ROLE OF REGIONAL MOBILITY MANAGER

The ReMap study recommended the establishment of a Regional Mobility Manager. The following is a summary of the findings of that study; followed by recommendations for specific ways that a Mobility Manager can assist with the implementation of Job Access and Reverse Commute services.

A. ReMAP Recommendations for Regional Mobility Manager

The ReMAP study recommended consolidating several key public transit services under a common management system for Onondaga County for two primary reasons. First, there are many trips provided by numerous agencies that offer many possibilities for sharing resources and services. Second, several agencies have expressed an interest in coordinating services. Consolidating services is accomplished through a Mobility Manager.

The primary role of a Mobility Manager typically is to administer the transportation programs of participating agencies through purchase-of-service contracts with public and/or private vendors. Participation in a brokerage is usually voluntary, and agencies determine the service policies that best meet their needs and those of their clients.

Typically, the core responsibilities of a Mobility Manager include the following:

- Establish policies and procedures to meet sponsor requirements
- Procure service, train and monitor performance of vendors
- Register customers
- Procure, allocate and monitor maintenance of vehicles
- Process invoices from vendors and bill agency sponsors
- Perform customer service functions, and information dissemination and referral services

Other functions might include customer eligibility determination and the provision of items such as vehicles, vehicle maintenance, fuel, insurance, and driver training.

In addition, the Mobility Manager might also be responsible for handling trip reservations, scheduling trips or assigning them to vendors, and/or dispatching. These functions could be performed centrally by the Mobility Manager or handled by each of the participating vendors separately.

The major benefits of a consolidated, brokerage system are improvements in cost-effectiveness and service quality. Improved cost-effectiveness is achieved through the following:
- Elimination of duplicated administration and services
- Beneficial purchases of service from vendors
- Use of the least cost, appropriate mode for each trip
- Broad participation by agencies because the transportation broker (Mobility Manager) is neutral (regarding the assignment of trips to vendor agencies)

Enhanced service quality results from uniform training, quality assurance and safety programs, and the market competition encouraged by consolidating programs and the increased volume of trips available to vendors.

In addition to paratransit trips for agency sponsors, a Mobility Manager could oversee and manage a number of other types of transportation services, including:

- Local, hub-based services for the general public
- Fixed route service/community bus routes
- Flexible transit (route or point deviation) service
- Dial-a-ride paratransit service
- Other contract transportation services
- Subscription bus service
- Hub-to-site shuttles
- Campaigns to involve employers in sponsoring or providing transportation services

As envisioned for Onondaga County, the creation of a Mobility Manager would include the consolidation of key paratransit services in Onondaga County into one service delivery structure. Trips will be provided by several private for-profit and non-profit providers collectively operating a mixed fleet of vehicles. Overall system management and oversight will be provided by the Mobility Manager.
B. Regional Mobility Manager and Job Access and Reverse Commute Services

Centro has recently hired a Mobility Manager, as summarized above in section I.G. However, the implementation of all services described above requires many more staff resources. Nevertheless, this marks a strong beginning towards cooperative management of regional resources. The following are ways that a Mobility Manager can assist with the implementation and operation of Job Access and Reverse Commute services. A strong, continuous inter-agency effort is required for the success of these programs.

1. Assist with the implementation of the JARC services recommended in this Plan.

2. Serve as a key staff member of a continuing JARC steering committee. This would consist of the multi-agency committee (SAC) established for this study and any other key agency personnel identified as the implementation of service progresses.

3. Coordinate / arrange for contract operation of the following in cooperation with steering committee agencies:
   - Local circulator shuttles and flex-route services
   - Leasing vans to private operators
   - Subscription services
   - Contract van and taxi services
   - Car sharing cooperative

4. Work with the home health agency managers to coordinate home health aid client visits. Encourage coordination of services between all of the home health care agencies. Manage the contract with vehicle fleet manager / car rental agency to operate the car sharing cooperative.

5. Coordinate and manage the client subscription process for contract van and taxi services.


7. Coordinate with DSS and JobsPlus! to monitor the changing needs of the welfare-to-work cases to identify new service needs.

8. Coordinate with Centro management to adjust existing routes and schedules as necessary to ensure services are adapting to changing needs as warranted.